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Executive summary and 
recommendations

 Executive summary

Objectives

The Irish Exporters Association (IEA), in association with the Mid-West Regional Authority (MWRA), 
Dublin Airport Authority (Shannon Airport), Shannon Development and Bombardier, commissioned 
Tom Martin & Associates/TMA to undertake a study of the All-Island airfreight sector 

The two primary aims of the study are to assist in attracting air carriers to use Irish airports so as to provide 
regular fixed-day airfreight services for exporters and to provide a starting point for a submission to the 
US authorities on pre–clearance of airfreight from Ireland to the US.

The other study objectives include:

■■ To enable better Irish Government, Northern Ireland Assembly and EU policy decisions with 
regard to the access and global distribution solutions necessary to support the requirements of 
the Irish export industry over the next decade;

■■ To inform the Weastflows project, an EU co-funded project under the Interreg IVB North West 
Europe Programme, in which the MWRA and IEA are partners;

■■ To inform the All Island Freight Forum.

The focus of the study was on freight that moves under an air waybill (AWB), a document issued by a 
carrier either directly or through its authorised agent, which covers transport of cargo from airport to 
airport.

Methodology

The methodology involved the application of a comprehensive online questionnaire to exporting 
companies on the Island of Ireland seeking responses on the importance, and usage, of airfreight within 
their logistical systems. The questionnaire was road-tested with six multinational companies prior to 
its use in the field. A second online survey was undertaken that focused specifically on the benefits 
to US multinational companies of upgraded services at Shannon Airport — specifically, US cargo pre-
clearance and modern world-class cargo hub facilities. The two online surveys were supplemented by a 
programme of face-to-face and telephone interviews among users and providers of airfreight services 
in Ireland. An extensive review of national and international airfreight data sources was also undertaken.

Findings

The performance in recent years of the air freight (AF) sector is assessed against the backdrop of the 
performance of overall exports via all transport modes. There has been a steady decline in import and 
export air freight volumes since the high point at the turn of the millennium; the downtrend is explained 
by the hollowing out of Irish electronic and telecoms hardware manufacturing due to relocation and 
outsourcing and the consequent imminent eclipse of Irish manufacturing exports by services. However, 
in the recent economic downturn, AF exports showed an unexpected resilience by beginning a recovery 
in 2009, a year before a similar recovery in general exports.
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The select nature of AF goods is revealed by the fact that, while AF exports represent less than 1% of 
total exports by volume, by value they represent over 30% of total exports.

A sectoral analysis of air freight exports by value reveals that the Life Sciences predominate, with the two 
categories, Medical and Pharmaceutical Products and Organic Chemicals, accounting for about 50% of 
total AF exports. From a volume perspective, the ICT-related categories still account for around 25% of 
total AF exports, followed by Medical & Pharmaceutical Products at around 10%. 

While the UK is still the predominant market for both overall Irish exports and imports and represents 
50% of the total market by volume, the US market plays the lead role in air freight exports and imports. 
The top ten AF export destinations by volume account for only 52% of all AF exports — much less than 
the 83% concentration level for overall exports. The diversified global spread of AF exports highlights 
the challenge for Irish AF services and points up the existing connectivity deficits to East Asia and the 
US West Coast.

Information was obtained from international airfreight datasets such as IATA’s Cargo Accounts Settlement 
Systems (CASS), the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) and the Official Airline Guide (OAG) on 
airfreight movements from Ireland to key export destinations.

Data supplied by CASS show that the total volume of goods air freighted under an Irish air waybill 
amounted to 39,587 tonnes in 2011, an increase of 1,307 tonnes or 3.4% on the 2010 figure. This total 
comprises goods that were actually flown from an Irish airport plus goods that were air-trucked1 to 
an overseas airport under an Irish air waybill. CASS market yield data — the rate per kilo of goods air 
freighted under an Irish air waybill charged by the airline to the exporter’s freight forwarder — can 
be used as a basis for estimating the cost per kilo paid by the exporter to airfreight goods to overseas 
markets. The CASS data show that while Irish and UK market yields follow a similar pattern, Irish rates are 
uniformly higher than UK rates.

OAG data indicate that during the period 2007–2011 there was a decline in the available belly-hold 
capacity in aircraft operated by the carriers departing from Irish airports though it still comfortably 
exceeds actual usage. OAG and BTS data indicate that there has been a decline in the available cargo 
capacity, and actual tonnage of goods air freighted from Shannon Airport to the US.

The online questionnaire on Irish Air Freight Services attracted fifty four responses from a targeted 
selection of major high-tech Irish exporters distributed regionally and sectorally. The responses 
confirmed a wide range of goods being distributed to global export markets using sea and air transport 
modes. 

The main reasons indicated for the choice of air freight were speed of delivery and time-definite delivery. 
These features were important to shippers of high value goods using lean JIT supply chains. The speed 
of air transport was also a deciding factor for exporters of perishable or temperature-sensitive products. 
Lower risk of damage was an attraction for Life Sciences companies anxious to reduce ‘touch points’.

The main inhibiting factors to the use of air freight were cost, and, in the case of Ireland, lack of direct 
connectivity to export markets. Both of these factors prompted a high level of ‘air-trucking’ to overseas 
airport hubs. Air trucking means a reduction in the potential impact of Irish AF services on the Irish 
economy.

Because of commercial sensitivities respondents were reticent when it came to the quantitative issue of 
AF volumes. Identified AF export volumes for 2011 indicate that only 50% of respondents shipped more 
than 100 tonnes (with almost 30% shipping less than 10 tonnes), and only 9% shipped in excess of 1,000 
tonnes.

The questionnaire probed respondents’ views on two separate proposals to revitalise airfreight activity 
at Shannon Airport. There was strong support (particularly from Life Sciences exporters to the US 

1.	“Air	trucking”	denotes	the	surface	transport	of	freight	between	airport	bonded	facilities	under	an	air	waybill.
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market) for the US cargo pre-clearance proposal, provided Customs/Security was accompanied by Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) preclearance services. A world-class Shannon cargo terminal proposal 
also elicited strong support, including support from current non-users of the airport.

The findings of the subsequent face-to-face and telephone interviews with a selected set of airfreight 
users and service providers are summarised below:

■■ Companies’ strategies regarding airfreight services ranged from full commitment by JIT 
manufacturers to a more tentative embrace by companies who only used air freight for ad hoc 
opportunities or emergencies;

■■ Carrier/airport services: Interviewees commented on the decline in the capacity and use of 
the Irish air freight services since the full freighter days at the turn of the millennium. It was 
hoped that the emergence of new entrants such as the carriers from the United Arab Emirates 
might signal a resurgence and it was noted that they were providing a stimulus to new sectors 
such as chilled fresh fish and live shellfish;

■■ Facilities at Irish airports: Competitive facilities on offer at new global state-of-the-art cargo 
terminals such as that of Cathay Pacific at Hong Kong International Airport and the Dnata Cargo 
Terminal at Dubai Airport were contrasted by interviewees with the relatively run-down state of 
the cargo handling facilities at Dublin Airport which had received no serious funding since their 
establishment many decades ago;

■■ Cold Chain: Both exporting and freight forwarder interviewees described the mounting 
pressure on Life Science companies from health regulatory bodies for compliance with Good 
Distribution Practice. A key issue was the provision and validation of a ‘cold chain’ (chilled or 
ambient temperature control of Pharma products) and it was felt that Irish airfreight service 
providers were behind the curve in this regard and needed to get up to speed in this major area;

■■ Air-trucking: While freight forwarders were obviously very familiar with the concept 
awareness of its role and significance varied among the exporting companies. For exporters, the 
route and the carrier used in air freighting their goods to overseas customers was of secondary 
importance compared to guaranteeing that they arrived on time and in good condition and at 
the rate agreed with the freight forwarder;

■■ MNC supply chain centralisation: Supply chain managers in multinational companies report 
trends towards the centralisation of logistics policy at a HQ level and towards the development 
of a preferred list of freight forwarders that themselves are multinationals and none of which 
have major distribution hubs in Ireland;

■■ US cargo pre-clearance at Irish airports: Respondents in the Life Sciences sector expressed 
strong support for the proposal to locate FDA pre-clearance facilities in Shannon;

■■ Integrators: Integrators have made very significant moves into the ‘heavy cargo’ market in 
the US and now serve over 70% of the domestic cargo market. Their encroachment has been 
much less apparent in Europe, though our study revealed that integrators play a dominant role 
in cargo transport to and from Northern Ireland;

■■ Companies’ airfreight wish-list: Heading the list were direct connectivity, reduced costs and 
the provision of time-definite airfreight services.

Discussion

The current mix of Irish air freight services comprises belly-hold cargo transport on scheduled flights, 
spare ‘heavy freight’ capacity of express integrators, and all-cargo freighter services. 

The largest share of air freight flown directly out of Irish airports leaves as belly-hold cargo on scheduled 
airlines. A consequence of this fact is that the provision of cargo services is secondary to the servicing 
of passenger traffic. This has led to reductions in cargo capacity during the winter months and to 
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closures of some long-haul routes such as that to the US West Coast. On the positive side, the entrance 
of new carriers such as Etihad Airways and, more latterly, Emirates Airlines into the Irish market has been 
primarily driven by new passenger traffic opportunities. These new entrants have brought appreciable 
benefits for exporters, particularly through the recent introduction by Emirates of planes with enhanced 
cargo capacity on the Dublin-Dubai route.

For decades the Express Integrators have seen a continuous erosion of their small package business 
because of the alternative electronic communication technologies (paper losing out to the internet). This 
has resulted in more capacity available for larger cargo, and the role of integrated couriers in the ‘regular’ 
heavy-freight market has been growing steadily due to the success of their General Sales Agents (GSAs) in 
wholesaling the spare capacity to freight forwarders and shippers.

In the halcyon days of Irish air freight activity at the turn of the millennium there was a fleet of freighters 
serving the Irish market, but, today, outside of the integrated courier there is only one all-freight carrier, 
Air France, which provides a once weekly, scheduled freighter service for cargo into/out of Ireland.

The challenge of attracting new carriers into the Irish market has to be viewed in the context of demand for 
airfreight services being in decline due to the changing nature of Ireland’s manufacturing/internationally 
traded services mix. From the perspective of potential new carriers looking at opportunities in the Irish 
AF market, another critical issue to be considered is the existing market division between cargo uplifted 
directly out of Irish airports and cargo air trucked to overseas hubs in the UK and on the Continent. Here, 
aspiring market entrants face the daunting problem of accessing authoritative quantitative data, with air 
trucking traffic not being quantified in any existing statistical reports.

The study found strong support among both exporters and freight forwarders for the proposal to seek 
US cargo pre-clearance facilities in Ireland. This package would involve the provision of US customs and 
security pre-clearance facilities and, what many respondents identified as a potential game-changer, 
FDA pre-clearance, the latter having the potential to generate critical delivery-time advantages for 
companies in the Life Sciences sector.

The proposal to upgrade the cargo terminal facilities at Shannon Airport was also strongly endorsed 
by exporters. In particular, interviewees advocated a multi-element strategy including both the FDA 
pre-clearance and the proposed LYNXS™ state-of-the-art cargo terminal facility to position the airport 
as a major European hub for US-bound Life Sciences cargo. This strategic vision for Shannon could be 
underpinned by the vigorous deployment of existing tax incentives coupled with the focused design of 
new government incentives to encourage new European Life Sciences companies to locate in the region. 
It was envisioned that the air freight business generated by these initiatives should attract the necessary 
carriers; these might include an express integrator who would see an opportunity to develop a specialist 
sectoral hub at Shannon.

Exporters and AF services intermediaries highlighted the key role of exports in Ireland’s economic 
recovery and the importance of a world-class AF infrastructure for the country’s high-tech and high-
value FDI manufacturing strategy. Existing AF services need to be overhauled in terms of quality and 
competitiveness — an example of the latter being the high cost of handling operations at Irish airports. 
The well-documented emergence of the new cohort of global trading partners was cited to highlight 
the urgent need for Ireland to enhance its direct connectivity. Other policy issues included concerns 
over the sale of the government stake in Aer Lingus and how this would impact on the availability of 
cargo services into and out of Ireland. Stakeholders stressed that any proposed sale should be to a 
cargo-friendly carrier.

The overall consensus among the shippers and air freight intermediaries surveyed is that there is an 
urgent need to develop and publish a comprehensive Irish air freight policy which would address the 
major air freight opportunities and challenges including the foregoing stakeholder issues and concerns. 
The policy development should be led by the relevant government departments (Department of 
Transport, Tourism and Sport together with the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation) but 
should include effective stakeholder consultation countrywide. The policy should also be informed by 
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European and international policy research and guidelines so as to incorporate best-practice measures 
for key regional airports such as Shannon.

 Recommendations

Air freight policy

■■ The Irish Government should publish a Green Paper on the air freight sector which would review 
the major opportunities and challenges at the regional, national, European and world levels. 
The Green Paper which should be informed by European and international policy research and 
should include draft guidelines setting out a strategic agenda to deliver an air freight services 
infrastructure fit for a high-value exporting economy

■■ A country-wide consultation process should be held with key stakeholders in the air freight 
sector to facilitate the broad review of and feedback on the issues raised in the Green Paper and 
to contribute to the formulation of key policy priorities to be outlined in a follow-up White Paper 
published by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport together with the Department of 
Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation

■■ The Irish Government and the NI Assembly/Executive should co-host a major intergovernmental 
conference on All-Island air freighting issues within a wider integrated transport policy 
framework. Given the new relationships between North and South in terms of current and 
planned road transport infrastructures and the fact that issues relating to passenger numbers/
flights/carriers are intimately linked to freight issues, there is a need to look at devising a mutually 
acceptable All-Island air transport strategy.

Government actions

In acknowledging the crucial role that air freight services play in underpinning the sustained 
competitiveness of Ireland’s smart economy, the Government, through its Departments and agencies, 
should seek to actively bolster the effectiveness and efficiency of air freight services through the 
following initiatives:

■■ US cargo pre-clearance: The Irish Government, through its economic and diplomatic agencies, 
should intensify its efforts to persuade the US authorities to provide a US cargo pre-clearance 
facility at Shannon and/or Dublin airport. This, particularly if it included both Customs & Security 
and Food and Drug Administration arms, would prove an immense asset in attracting freight 
business to the airport. The success of the existing passenger pre-clearance installations at both 
Shannon and Dublin should help make the case

■■ Air Freight Statistics: The relevant government departments, North and South, should 
champion the All Island Working Group on Air Freight Statistics recommended below. The NI 
authorities should consider a similar move while taking account of their position within the UK, 
where air transport is a ‘retained’ area

■■ Aer Lingus: Government should ensure that any prospective purchaser of its 25% stake in 
Aer Lingus will continue to offer its respected cargo service to Irish exporting companies and, 
ideally, will expand these air freight services. The revenue derived from the sale of its Aer Lingus 
stake should be reinvested in the air freight services infrastructure

■■ Shannon Airport: Government should give every assistance to the Shannon Task Forces to 
achieve the desired turnaround in the interests of the region, with a clearly defined national 
framework

■■ Cargo Terminal Facilities: The Government should encourage the relevant airport authorities 
to invest in upgrading their facilities to competitive international standards. This would include 
external access and parking facilities, and internal cargo handling systems including cold 
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chain facilities. Similar considerations apply in NI to ensuring that facilities are maintained or 
developed at Belfast International in particular

■■ Attract new carriers: The Irish Government should devise innovative initiatives to incentivise 
new carriers to enter the Irish market, in addition to using all existing levers including new 
route incentives and air freight growth incentives. Given the importance of belly-hold cargo, 
opportunities for further reduction in travel taxes should be constantly monitored

■■ Grant assistance/incentives: Governments, North and South, should study innovative 
incentive strategies implemented in leading logistics services countries such as the Benelux 
and customise them to realise the job creation potential of the local Supply Chain and Logistics 
industry. Supply Chain and Logistics infrastructure investments should be eligible for grant 
assistance.

Shannon Airport

■■ Shannon Airport in conjunction with the Government should seek to secure the agreement 
of the US authorities to provide, initially on a pilot basis, US Customs and FDA pre-clearance 
facilities for both Irish and European originating freight

■■ Shannon Airport should explore all possible funding sources to enable it to develop a state-of-
the-art cargo terminal including cold chain facilities such as that envisaged under the LYNXS™ 
CargoPort™ project proposal

■■ Shannon Airport should endeavour to position itself as a European hub for US-bound Life 
Sciences cargo:

• by leveraging existing tax provisions to attract European Life Science companies to base 
manufacturing and logistics centres in the region

• through the deployment of new incentives to persuade express integrators to develop a 
specialist sectoral hub at the airport.

Dublin Airport

■■ It is recommended that Dublin Airport engage in a detailed consultation process with the 
airport’s air freight industry partners. The focus should be to determine and encourage 
investment by industry partners, in new state-of-the-art freight facilities at the airport, with a 
focus on future industry requirements, leveraging global experience

■■ Dublin Airport Authority should seek to expedite the provision of the new runway to facilitate 
larger aircraft.

Reducing airport costs

■■ The IEA should facilitate a competitiveness drive at Irish airports. This facilitation should 
particularly target cargo handling services where the charges are out of step with major 
competing airports.

Statistics

■■ An All-Island Working Group on Air Freight Statistics comprising representatives of the Central 
Statistics Office, the NI Statistics and Research Agency and the All-Island Freight Forum’s fifth 
strand on Network Management should be established to develop a strategy for the statistical 
capture of the different air freight streams identified in this report — freight airlifted from 
Irish airports, air-trucked freight under air waybills, air-trucked freight under house waybills to 
consolidator gateways, express integrators’ parcel freight, express integrators’ ‘heavy freight’, 
and air mail. Particular attention should be given to coverage of the air-trucked freight as 
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accurate quantification of this ‘leakage’ in terms of tonnage and ultimate destinations is vital in 
making a case to attract new carriers into the Irish air freight market.

Next steps: Implementation of recommendations

The next steps should include the establishment of a steering group, with international experts from the 
supply chain and logistics sector, under the auspices of the IEA, to progress the ongoing development of 
policy, strategy and the implementation of the recommendations of this report.
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1. Objectives and 
methodology

1.1 Objectives

Tom Martin & Associates/TMA in association with Peter Canning, independent airfreight consultant, 
and Professor Aisling Reynolds-Feighan of University College Dublin, were commissioned by the Irish 
Exporters Association (IEA) in association with Dublin Airport Authority (Shannon Airport), Shannon 
Development, the Mid-West Regional Authority (MWRA) and Bombardier to compile detailed 
information of the existing logistics networks used by the major air exporting companies from Ireland 
with a particular focus on the Mid-West region and Shannon Airport (profiles of the sponsoring 
organisations can be found in Appendix 1). The study was part-funded by the Weastflows project, an 
EU co-funded project under the Interreg IVB North West Europe Programme, information on which is 
provided in Appendix 2 and at the project web site (www.weastflows.eu).

The objectives of the research project were:

■■ to assist in attracting air carriers to use Irish Airports in providing regular fixed-day air freight 
services for exporters;

■■ to provide a starting point for a submission to the US authorities on pre-clearance of air freight 
from Ireland to the USA;

■■ to inform the Weastflows project and in particular to assess the current status of the Irish 
airfreight transport and logistics infrastructure and its usage;

■■ to enable better Irish Government and EU policy decisions with regard to the access and global 
distribution solutions necessary to support the requirements of the Irish export industry over 
the next decade;

■■ to inform the All Island Freight Forum.

1.2 Methodology

The methodology employed by TMA involved utilising both qualitative and quantitative practices, of 
Irish exporters’ current logistical systems, decision-making processes and volumes of both exports 
and imports, with regional analysis of origin and demand by industry sector. The methodology also 
took cognisance of the Weastflows project, of which both the MWRA and the IEA are partners. One of 
the objectives of Weastflows is to gain an understanding of the current and planned freight transport 
infrastructure in the North West Europe region and to identify opportunities for more sustainable 
and efficient supply chains. The Weastflows project seeks to analyse freight flows in the NWE area by 
transport mode and for Ireland and the Mid-West Region, given that airfreight is an important mode 
for both the export and import of freight. Due regard was given to exporters and importers using or 
intending to use the services of Shannon Airport as the Shannon-Limerick Gateway is one of the key 
focus areas of the Weastflows project.

The main data collection instrument was a detailed online questionnaire on airfreight issues which 
was applied to over 140 exporting companies on the Island of Ireland that had been stratified by 
sector and geographic location by the IEA.

http://www.weastflows.eu
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The questionnaire which contained over 35 questions sought data from respondents under a number 
of headings:

■■ existing air freight flows; 

■■ key decisions taken by exporters on airfreight movements; 

■■ volumes of freight moved;

■■ consignment sizes;

■■ regularality of shipment;

■■ destinations;

■■ significant bottlenecks experienced on current routes;

■■ rates being paid;

■■ satisfaction with existing airfreight services

■■ future plans.

The issue of offering cues in some survey questions is a vexed one: the downside is that offering cues 
can sway the responses of an idling mind (offering a closed menu of cues completely circumscribes 
the range of responses); but it is often felt to be the lesser of two evils — offering no cues may deter 
respondents from tackling the question altogether. The stratagem approved by the project’s Steering 
Committee was to provide respondents with a menu of cues but to force them to rank the these cues 
so as to ensure active mental effort on their part.

The questionnaire was initially piloted with six multinational companies; invitations were sent by the 
IEA to over 140 companies on the island of Ireland asking them to participate in the survey.

TMA also undertook a separate survey to elicit the views of US manufacturing companies on the 
proposal to develop Shannon Airport as an international cargo hub. The support of the American 
Chamber of Commerce Ireland in facilitating this survey is gratefully acknowledged.

The consultants carried out face-to-face interviews with 45 air exporting companies and freight 
service intermediaries, and supplemented these with telephone interviews.

The consultants also collected published data on airfreight volumes and destinations using the 
International Air Transport Association’s Cargo Accounts Settlement System, the US Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics, the Official Airline Guide, the Central Statistics Office and Eurostat.

The focus of the study was on freight that moves under an air waybill (AWB), which is a document 
issued by a carrier either directly or through its authorised agent, and covers the transport of cargo 
from airport to airport.

The consultants participated in a number of meetings with a Steering Committee, under the 
chairmanship of John Carr, Chairman Mid West branch of the IEA, that had been set up to monitor the 
research project.
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2. Structure of the Air 
Freight Sector in 
Ireland

2.1 Introduction

To set this Air Freight (AF) survey in context we briefly present the historical performance of the Irish 
AF sector and compare it with that of Total Irish Trade. 

Next we examine the AF sector’s current structure in terms of the geographic and sectoral make-up 
of its demand side, and the organisation and regulation of its supply side. Finally we consider some 
issues around its Prospects and Constraints.

2.2 Historical performance of the Irish Air Freight Sector

Effective modes of transport, including quality roads, railroads, ports, and air transport, enable 
entrepreneurs to get their goods and services to market in a secure and timely manner as well as 
facilitating the movement of personnel.

From the beginning, air transport specialised in high value to weight products, perishable goods, 
emergency deliveries for unanticipated shortages, and products requiring high security. High value-
to-weight ratios imply a relatively light transportation cost burden and high inventory costs if goods 
are long in transit. Highly perishable goods incur a significant decrease in product value with any 
delay. The absence of critical components of complex supply or distribution chains means significant 
assets would lie idle if the components are not delivered in a timely manner.

As a small island economy on the periphery of Europe, Ireland’s Sea and Air freight service sectors 
were faced with key responsibilities in serving the rapid economic growth of the nation over the last 
two decades which encompassed the strong export-led growth of the “real Celtic Tiger” period 1993-
2001 followed by the consumer-driven growth period 2002–2007.

Figure 2.1	 Trends	in	Total	Exports	&	Imports	by	Value	(€m)

Source:	Central	Statistics	Office	(CSO)
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In Figure 2.1 the impact of the current economic downturn due to the global financial crisis is clear 
with both Value curves dipping from 2007 to 2009, but Exports much less precipitously. Pick-up 
commenced in 2010 and Exports grew by 4% to reach €92.9 billion in 2011, up from €89.2 billion a year 
earlier. The value of imported goods rose 5 per cent to €48.2 billion in 2011.

Figure 2.2 shows a similar impact of the economic downturn on the volume curves but Import volume 
remained depressed post 2009.

Figure 2.2	 Trends	in	Total	Exports	and	Imports	(volume	index)

Source:	CSO

Figure 2.3	 Trends	in	Airfreight	Exports	&	Imports	by	Value	(€000)

Source:	CSO

Figure 2.4	 Trends	in	Airfreight	Imports	&	Exports	by	Volume	(tonnes)

Source:	CSO
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Figures 2.1 to 2.4 show that the correlation between the Value curves for Total Trade and Air Freight 
Trade is tentative, and correlation is virtually non-existent for the Volume curves. This observation 
is easily explained by the data in Appendix 4 Table A4.1 which shows that, by Volume, AF Imports & 
Exports represent only 0.2% & 0.4% of Total Imports & Exports, but, because of its prodigious value 
to weight ratio compared with the other transport modes, AF by Value represents a much more 
substantial 20% & 35% share of Total Imports & Exports by Value.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 indicate that the Airfreight graphs (both Value and Volume) reflect the high water 
mark at the turn of the millennium when the Irish ICT manufacturing sector was at its apex. The 
significant impact on AF by the subsequent decline of this ICT manufacturing in the early noughties 
due to production outsourcing is clearly observable from the graphs.

While the Total Trade curves show the impact of the current economic downturn with their pronounced 
dips for 2008 and 2009 before recovery commenced in 2010, the AF Export Value graph reflects the 
resilience of high value exports which actually began the recovery in 2009.

Appendix 4 Table A4.1 shows that over 90% of the increase in Total Export value between 2009 and 
2010 was accounted for by Air-transported high value exports. The 2010 IEA Trade and Transport 
Analysis Report emphasised the clear implication from this high value exports performance is that a 
world class air transport infrastructure is an essential component of Ireland’s modal capability if the 
country is to continue to be an attractive location for high value FDI.

2.3 Structure of the Irish Air Freight Sector

2.3.1 Demand-Side Structure of Airfreight Sector

Here we look at the Geographical and Sectoral origins and destinations of the AF Imports & Exports. 
Again we contrast these with the corresponding data for Overall Trade.

Geographical Origins: Imports

Figure 2.5	 Total	imports	by	Volume	2009:	Top	10	Countries	

Source:	IEA	Trade	and	Transport	Analysis
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Figure 2.6	 Total	imports	by	Volume	2010:	Top	10	Countries	(total:	35,142,911	tonnes)

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The origin of the Total Imports by Volume in 2010 exhibits a concentration level that sees the top 
ten Import markets accounting for approximately 80% of the total. Concentration by Value is equally 
high at 76%.The concentration level for Air Freight Imports by Volume in 2010 is much less than for 
Total Imports, with the top ten AF Import markets counting for only 56% of total AF Imports. The 
concentration of AF Imports by Value is somewhat higher at 66%.

Figure 2.7	 Airfreight	imports	by	Volume	2010:	Top	10	Countries	(total	AF:	78,341	tonnes)

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

In contrast to the GB domination of Total Import markets we see that the US market plays the dominant 
role in AF Imports. A core group of countries continue to occupy the other top ten origins by volume 
with ongoing entrances and exits at the margins.

Geographical Destinations: Exports

Figure 2.8	 	Total	Exports	by	Volume	2009:	Top	10	Countries

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report
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Figure 2.9	 Total	Exports	by	Volume	2010:	Top	10	Countries	(total	13,879,462	tonnes)

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The destination of Total Exports by Volume for 2010 exhibits a similarly high concentration level to 
Total Imports, with the top ten Export markets accounting for 83% of the total. Concentration by Value 
is 80%.

The concentration level for Air Freight Exports by Volume is even less than for AF Imports, with the top 
ten AF Export markets accounting for only 52% of total AF Exports. The concentration of AF Exports 
by Value is markedly higher at 74%.

Figure 2.10	 Airfreight	exports	by	Volume	2010:	Top	10	Countries	(Total	airfreight:	79,642	tonnes)

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

Again we see that the US market plays a leading role in AF Exports. And, as with AF Imports, a core 
group of countries continue to occupy the other top ten destinations by volume with ongoing 
marginal churning.
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2.3.2 Sectoral analysis of Imports and Exports

Both Total Trade and AF data at detailed NACE two digit sectoral level can be accessed in the IEA Trade 
and Transport Analysis (CSO data) reports which track the Value and Volume of “Key Commodities” for 
both Imports and Exports.

Total Imports

Figure 2.11	 Top	10	Import	commodities	by	Value	in	2010

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

Ireland’s Top 10 import commodities by Value accounted for 56% of the value of Ireland’s total imports 
in 2010.

Figure 2.12	 Top	10	Import	commodities	by	Volume	in	2010

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The concentration by volume is much higher, with the Top 10 import commodities by Volume making 
up almost 80% of Ireland’s Total Imports.

These Top 10 commodities by Volume are a totally different mix to the Top 10 measured by Value. Only 
Petroleum appears in both Top 10s, featuring in first place when measured by volume.
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Total Exports

Figure 2.13	 Top	10	export	commodities	by	Value	in	2010

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

Ireland’s Top 10 export commodities in Value terms accounted for 79% of the value of Ireland’s total 
exports in 2010.

The two leading commodities account for 48% of the total value of Ireland’s exports, highlighting the 
importance of the Healthcare and Chemicals sectors to the Irish economy.

Figure 2.14	 Top	10	export	commodities	by	Volume	in	2010

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The Top 10 commodities exported in Volume terms equate to 74% of Ireland’s total exports.

Airfreight Imports & Exports at detailed NACE two digit sectoral level

Table 2.1	 Top	10	Products	in	AF	Imports	by	Volume

2010 (concentration 42% of total AF) 2009 (concentration 45% of total AF)

1	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 9.38%
2	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 6.2%
3	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&		

parts	appliances	nes	&	parts	 4.72%
4	 Fertilisers	(other	than	Division	27)	 4.24%
5	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 3.95%
6	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 2.8%
7	 Organic	chemicals	 2.71%
8	 Manufactures	of	metals	nes	 2.67%
9	 Plastics	in	Primary	Forms	 2.61%
10	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 2.6%

1	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 13.29%
2	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 5.24%
3	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 4.22%
4	 Cork	&	wood	manufactures	(excl	furniture)	 4.05%
5	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 3.64%
6	 Manufactures	of	metals	nes	 3.14%
7	 Organic	chemicals	 3.13%
8	 Other	transport	equipment	 3.03%
9	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 2.90%
10	 Vegetables	&	fruit	 2.77%

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report
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Figure 2.15	 Top	Airfreight	import	commodities	by	volume,	2010	(%)

Source:	IEA	Trade	and	Transport	Analysis

Ireland’s air imports by volume (weight) in 2010 was led by Office Machines & Automatic Data 
Processing Machines at 9.38%, Miscellaneous Manufactured Items at 6.20% and Electrical Machinery, 
Apparatus, & Appliances at 4.72%. The top three rankings were the same three categories as in 2009, 
but the share of the leader (Office Machines) was significantly down in 2010 from its 2009 value. The 
concentration rate by Volume of the Top 10 products was 42% in 2010, slightly down on the 45% rate 
in 2009.

Table 2.2	 	 Top	10	Products	in	AF	Exports	by	Volume	2010	&	2009

2010 (concentration 59% of total AF) 2009 (concentration 56% of total AF)

1	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 20.21%
2	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 12.14%
3	 Medical	and	Pharma	products	 8.35%
4	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 4.57%
5	 Organic	chemicals	 3.15%
6	 Essential	oils	perfume	materials	toilet	&		

cleansing	preparations	 2.94%
7	 General	industrial	machinery	&	equipment		

nes	&	parts	nes	 2.56%
8	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 2.46%
9	 Miscellaneous	edible	products	&	preparations	 1.35%
10	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 1.31%

1	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 18.83%
2	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 10.42%
3	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 6.81%
4	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 5.94%
5	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 3.39%
6	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 2.41%
7	 Miscellaneous	edible	products	&	preparations	 2.25%
8	 Organic	chemicals	 2.10%
9	 General	industrial	machinery	&	equipment		

nes	&	parts	nes	 1.95%
10	 Essential	oils	perfume	materials	toilet	&		

cleansing	preparations	 1.79%

Source:	IEA	Trade	and	Transport	Analysis

Figure 2.16	 Top	Airfreight	export	commodities	by	volume,	2010	(%)

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The airfreight exports list by Volume for 2010 was topped by the category Professional, Scientific & 
Controlling Apparatus representing 20.2%, followed by Office Machines and Data Processing Machines 
at 12.14% in second place and Medical & Pharmaceutical Products in third at 8.35%.
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The top three rankings for 2010 contain the same three categories as in 2009.

Table 2.3	 Top	10	Products	in	AF	Imports	by	Value

2010 (concentration 70% of total AF) 2009 (concentration 72% of total AF)

1	 Other	transport	equipment	 19.71%
2	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 11.31%
3	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 9.41%
4	 Organic	chemicals	 6.67%
5	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances		

nes	&	parts	nes	&	parts	 5.61%
6	 Commodities	and	transactions	not	classified	elsewhere	 4.71%
7	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 3.76%
8	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 3.72%
9	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 3.06%
10	 Power	generating	machinery	&	equipment	 2.05%

1	 Other	transport	equipment	 26.14%
2	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 9.18%
3	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 8.08%
4	 Commodities	and	transactions	not	classified	elsewhere	 6.90%
5	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 6.43%
6	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 4.64%
7	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 3.08%
8	 Organic	chemicals	 2.92%
9	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 2.83%
10	 Power	generating	machinery	&	equipment	 1.57%

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

In value terms the Top 10 Products account for about 70% of the total air imports. The top category 
for air imports in both 2009 and 2010 was Other Transport Equipment which accounted for 26.14% of 
imports by value in 2009 and 19.71% in 2010.

Table 2.4	 Top	10	Products	in	AF	Exports	by	Value

2010 (concentration 88% of total AF) 2009 (concentration 89% of total AF)

1	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 31.5%
2	 Organic	chemicals		 24.3%
3	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 8.67%
4	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 6.15%
5	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 5.42%
6	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 5.17%
7	 Commodities	and	transactions	not	classified	elsewhere	 4.20%
8	 Photographic	Apparatus	Optical	Goods	Watches	&	Clocks	 1.15%
9	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 0.95%
10	 Power	generating	machinery	&	equipment	 0.88%

1	 Medical	&	pharmaceutical	products	 28.04%
2	 Organic	chemicals	 21.22%
3	 Miscellaneous	manufactured	articles	nes	 9.70%
4	 Electrical	machinery,	apparatus	&	appliances	nes	&	parts	 8.08%
5	 Office	machines	&	automatic	data	processing	machines	 7.25%
6	 Professional,	scientific	&	controlling	apparatus	nes	 5.65%
7	 Commodities	and	transactions	not	classified	elsewhere	 5.18%
8	 Other	transport	equipment	 1.81%
9	 Telecommunications	&	sound	equipment	 1.25%
10	 Power	generating	machinery	&	equipment	 0.76%

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

In value terms, the concentration rate of the Top 10 Products is consistently up at 88% to 89%. There 
were no changes to the top three categories with Medical and Pharmaceutical Products at 31.50%, 
Organic Chemicals at 24.34% and Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles at 8.67% in 2010.

There was a notable increase in the overall value and the proportion of overall exports in these 
categories exported as airfreight in 2010. Medical and Pharmaceutical Products air freight exports 
rose from just under €8 billion in 2009 representing 9.57% of all exports in that category to €10.4 
billion in 2010 representing 11.78%.

Organic Chemicals airfreight exports rose from just over €6 billion in 2009 accounting for 7.24% of all 
exports in this category to just over €8 billion in 2010 accounting for 9.10%.

The foregoing data indicate that Ireland’s strong overall export sectors of Life Sciences and ICT are 
clearly in evidence in the products represented in the airfreight export rankings both by weight and by 
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value. Agri-Food is another sector that features strongly in overlall exports, but only some sub-sectors 
avail of air freight:

■■ Life Sciences:

Life Sciences (comprising Chemicals/Pharmaceuticals/Biotechnology, Medical Devices and 
Diagnostics Equipment) accounted for 63% of Total Merchandise Exports in 2010. In 2011 
Pharmaceuticals and Organic Chemicals generated €46.5bn in exports, almost 50% of Total 
Merchandise Exports by value.

The IEA have been very active in supporting the competitiveness of this sector through 
Good Distribution Practice (GDP) training together with logistics certification and advanced 
international customs compliance support.

A looming ‘patent cliff’ casts a shadow over the Pharmaceutical sector because some 
‘blockbuster drugs’ manufactured in Ireland have reached the expiry of their patent 
protection. The CSO has reported a drop of 2% in the value of Pharmaceutical and Chemical 
exports in the first quarter of 2012, but IBEC and the IEA have expressed confidence that the 
replacement pipeline will compensate for the loss albeit growth may be more modest than 
before.

■■ Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

As mentioned above ICT manufacturing experienced a sharp fall in output over the 
past decade and this continues–in 2010 ICT exports fell by 36% to €7.6 billion. Most ICT 
companies in the top 15 Exporters list now work in computer software/services rather than 
hardware manufacturing, reflecting the outsourcing of manufacturing to other countries 
in recent years (Dell is an example of this trend). However ICT manufacturers still represent 
a very significant part of the Irish Merchandise Export story and contributed some 9% of 
manufacturing exports by value in 2010.

■■ Agri-Food and Beverage sector

This sector has been the traditional backbone of Irish exports and contributes some 15% 
of Merchandise Exports. It is a vital part of the Irish economy because it is highly labour 
intensive. It is expected to grow by 40% over this decade driven by growth in global demand 
and strategic advantages arising from the end of the EU milk quota restrictions.

Unlike the other two sectors the value to weight ratio does not bear the cost of AF for most 
products in this sector; for example Meat and Meat Preparations can be frozen and exported 
by Road and Sea. An exception is certain highly prized varieties of Seafood which require 
Air Transport if they are to arrive fresh in distant markets such as East Asia a day after being 
caught.

Ownership of Top Exporting Businesses

The Top 250 Exporters list for 2011 is made up of mainly multinational corporations who have invested 
in Ireland to service the EU27 and other international markets and provide over 70% of export sales. 
However, Irish owned companies are more dominant than the foreign-owned Multinationals in the 
Agri-Food and Beverage sector which accounts for approximately half of all exports from indigenous 
owned firms.

Concentration of Exporting Sector

There is a strong concentration effect among the Top Exporters with the Top 20 exporting companies 
accounting for 44% of total exports.

2.3.3 Supply-Side Structure of Airfreight Sector: Organisation and Regulation

Carriers and Routes

Over the years Irish AF services have been supplied by a combination of scheduled Passenger 
Aircraft (offering belly hold freight capacity), All-Cargo Freighters, and Integrators (express carriers). 
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These operators have provided a mix of short-haul services (generally using narrow body aircraft) 
to European passenger and cargo hubs, and long-haul inter-continental services using wide body 
aircraft. For Passenger Aircraft a focus on passenger service drives most market and financial decisions 
(the passenger side is estimated to be responsible for about 80%-90% of revenue for the typical 
passenger carrier), and may lead to an inadvertent subsidising of air cargo movement by passenger 
revenues. Thus a commercial passenger carrier can exercise substantial pricing advantages over all-
cargo and express integrators when flying international air cargo.

Due to its historical connections with the US, Shannon Airport has enjoyed transatlantic air services 
to cities on the East Coast of America (Boston, Chicago and New York) since Pan Am first flew out of 
Shannon in 1945. Subsequent US-Ireland Air Services Agreements in 1971 and 1990 gradually opened 
up further route flexibility to both parties including access to Los Angeles for Irish airlines in exchange 
for permission for additional US airlines to serve Dublin via Shannon. Finally, in 2005, an agreement 
was reached regarding a transitional period which eliminated restrictions on cargo services and it was 
agreed that, at the end of this period, no restrictions would be placed on scheduled services between 
any airport in the one country to any airport in the other. This planned cessation of the ‘Shannon 
Stopover’ was overtaken by the 2008 ‘Open Skies’ aviation policy agreement between the EU and the 
US.

Today there are several carriers flying from Dublin and Shannon to cities on the East Coast of the US 
(NY, Boston, Chicago, Washington, Charlotte) but the Los Angeles connection has been discontinued. 
These services vary in frequency of flights and some are seasonal (with the service dictated by 
passenger trends rather than cargo trends).

During the high point of the ICT manufacturing period Ireland was served by several all-cargo 
freighters, notably Singapore Airlines, Cargolux and Air France. But this service had been reduced to 
only one Air France freighter once per week.

After the withdrawal of Singapore Airlines the greatest perceived long-haul connectivity deficit in 
Irish AF services was a direct connection to East Asia. This has been mitigated by the recent entry of 
carriers from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to Ireland which offer the Gulf Area as a hub for onward 
transport to Pacific Rim and African destinations. Etihad commenced its flights from Dublin to Abu 
Dhabi in 2007 (once daily for M Tu W F, and twice daily on Th, Sat & S). The Emirates commenced 
services from Dublin to Dubai in 2012 and have already accelerated their cargo lift expansion plans 
by introducing a B777-300ER two months ahead of schedule in May 2012. Popular destinations from 
Dublin so far have included Perth, Melbourne, Sydney, Tokyo, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Karachi.

Intermediary Agents

The Irish AF sector is served by a strong corps of freight forwarders (FFs), mainly subsidiaries of 
multinational organisations but including some indigenous companies. The role of the forwarders has 
developed over the years with the largest forwarders describing themselves as ‘logistics providers’, 
some graduating from 3PLs to LLPs (Lead Logistics Providers) to 4PLs. Many shippers are happy to 
outsource their logistics management to the logistics providers, allowing them to concentrate on 
their core business. This means that shippers themselves may be somewhat removed from their 
freight transport arrangements, and researchers must contact their logistics providers.

A sizeable portion of Irish AF shipments are ex works so the forwarding tasks are arranged by the 
consignee’s FF. Indigenous FFs are also at a disadvantage in so far as several of the large MNE shippers 
in Ireland have ‘preferred’ global FFs for their complete supply chain. One strategy of indigenous FFs 
is to join a global network of independent FFs so that they can compete in global reach.

Shippers like to build a long term relationship with loyal competent FF agents but “keep them honest” 
by operating multi-annual Request For Quotation (RFQ) cycles, often broken out by trade lanes.

General Sales Agents (GSAs) represent another intermediary role: appointed by some airlines (both 
scheduled and charter) to sell air freight capacity on their behalf, they enable the airlines to avoid the 
potentially high fixed costs of sales and marketing.
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Air Trucking

Many shippers and FFs opt to ‘air truck’ their goods to British (mainly Heathrow or Manchester) or 
European (CDG or Schiphol) hubs to avail of direct long haul connections. The trucks travel Ro-Ro 
across the Irish sea. Good will travel under an air waybill cut either in Ireland or by the overseas carrier; 
alternatively some shippers are happy to send their goods to overseas consolidators and sacrifice a 
time penalty for an attractive rate.

The main impetus for air trucking is the lack of direct connectivity from Irish airports, but there is also 
cost-saving attractions because the greater traffic at these overseas hubs allows scope for better rates 
(and on a marginal costing basis). Some shippers are forced to air truck because of the ‘outsize’ of their 
goods which cannot be accommodated in regular aircraft. The mounting congestion at busy overseas 
hubs, particularly Heathrow Airport, may pose some restraint on this rush to air truck, but there is no 
evidence of abatement. While there are no hard official data on the extent of the ‘leakage’ involved 
in this air trucking practice, estimates vary widely from 25% to over 75% of the total Irish AF market.

2.4 Air freight services in Northern Ireland

The aviation market in Northern Ireland is served by three airports — Belfast International which has 
attracted ‘no-frills’, charter and freight traffic, George Best Belfast City Airport which caters for full 
scheduled services, and City of Derry Airport which serves a catchment in the north west of the island 
including Donegal in the Republic of Ireland. There is also passenger and freight traffic to and from 
Northern Ireland using airports in the Republic of Ireland, particularly Dublin Airport.

Belfast International Airport (formerly known as Aldergrove) is one of the most important regional 
airfreight centres in the UK, handling over 40,000 tonnes of air cargo in 2010. In order to offer freight 
customers the full benefit of its long runways and unconstrained year-round, 24-hour operations, BIA 
has invested in the provision of modern cargo facilities at the airport. Currently freight services are 
provided both on regular scheduled passenger aircraft and through year-round dedicated freighter 
services, predominantly by the major integrators — DHL, UPS and TNT — who have dramatically 
grown their business from the airport via their UK and European hubs in recent years. In addition the 
airport plays host to a long-established nightly Royal Mail operation and to a number of other regular 
charter operations for which air service capacity is vital. 

George Best Belfast City Airport is conveniently located close to the city centre, and is thus well 
positioned to attract passenger business traffic. Following a tender process in 2011 Aer Lingus is 
shifting its Belfast hub to George Best City Airport, ending a five-year stay at Belfast International. From 
an AF perspective the airport faces significant operational constraints including the limited length of 
its runway, and the planning controls imposed as a condition of its development, notably a cap on 
annual air transport movements and an early evening and night scheduling curfew. Consequently the 
volume of AF is slight.

UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) data indicate that, in 2011, Northern Ireland airports operated services 
to:

■■ 39 domestic UK destinations (Belfast City 22; Belfast International 12; City of Derry 5)

■■ 22 EU-27 destinations (Belfast City 2; Belfast International 18; City of Derry 2)

■■ 3 other European destinations (from Belfast International)

[Source	CAA:	Airport	destinations	with	at	least	a	weekly	direct	service	during	2011]

One long-haul, transatlantic service operates from Northern Ireland: Belfast International Airport–
New York (Newark) Airport, operated by US airline United-Continental Airlines.
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CAA provides longitudinal air cargo data for Belfast International Airport (total inbound+outbound 
cargo) broken down by AF and Mail (tonnes); data for the period 2006–2010 is shown in Table 2.5 
below.

Table 2.5:	 Air	cargo	from	Belfast	International	Airport,	2006–2010	(tonnes)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Air	Freight 38,417 38,429 36,115 29,804 29,716

Mail 11,982 11,457 11,970 13,191 14,162

Total	Air	Cargo 50,399 49,886 48,085 42,996 43,878

Source:	http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/80/airport_data/2011Annual/Table_13_2_Freight_2001_2011.pdf

Table 2.6 shows Eurostat data on movement of air cargo to/from Belfast International Airport to/from 
selected airports associated with the main integrators (DHL, UPS, TNT and Fedex).

Table 2.6:	 Air	cargo	(tonnes)	to/from	Belfast	International	Airport	from/to	selected	airports,	2006–
2010	

East Midlands 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total 28,180 28,821 26,590 24,637 21,423

Imports 19,794 18,795 17,654 16,604 12,834

Exports 8,386 10,026 8,936 8,033 8,589

Liege 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total 9,256 12,884 13,987 13,280 14,992

Imports 1,676 6,093 7,724 6,671 7,348

Exports 7,580 6,791 6,263 6,609 7,644

Stansted 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total 3,966 3,946 3,895 3,721 3,798

Imports 2,686 2,614 2,555 2,367 2,373

Exports 1,280 1,332 1,340 1,354 1,425

Koln-Bonn 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Total 0 0 0 312 2,566

Imports 0 0 0 23 2,195

Exports 0 0 0 289 371

Source:	http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=avia_gor_uk&lang=en

Comparing the CAA and Eurostat air cargo data indicates that virtually all of the direct air freight to and 
from Northern Ireland goes through these four ‘integrator hubs’, particularly so in recent years, This 
does not of course take account of air-trucked freight which is not captured by either set of statistics.

2.5 Aviation Regulations

Customs & Security

In order to increase security in the international supply chain the USA Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP) [Department of Homeland Security DHS] and the World Customs Organisation (“WCO”) have 
introduced the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (“C-TPAT”) and the Safe framework of 
standards respectively.

The introduction of Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status is the EU’s response to these measures. 
The aim of AEO status is to provide business involved in the supply chain with an internationally 

http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/80/airport_data/2011Annual/Table_13_2_Freight_2001_2011.pdf
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/80/airport_data/2011Annual/Table_13_2_Freight_2001_2011.pdf
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recognised quality mark which will indicate that their role in the international supply chain is secure 
and their customs controls and procedures are efficient and compliant.

Air Cargo Security Programme (ACSP)

The Air Cargo Security Programme is a key element of Ireland’s National Civil Aviation Security 
Programme (NCASP). Based on EU legislation it is designed to prevent acts of unlawful interference 
against civil aviation.

The key benefits of the Air Cargo Security Programme are:

■■ Speedier processing of shipments through the security controls applied by freight forwarders 
and airlines;

■■ Less cost associated with screening of air cargo; and

■■ Greater security for shipments.

Regulated Agent and ‘Known Cargo’

The term regulated agent is applied to an enterprise who is entitled to certify cargo as ‘known’. A 
freight forwarder or an airline handling agent who wishes to have approval to certify cargo as known 
must apply to the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport to be designated as a regulated agent. 
The regulated agent must satisfy the Department in relation to secure premises, training, availability 
of necessary screening resources, secure transport arrangements, etc. Regulated agents must have 
acceptable security arrangements in their own premises, use secure means of transport for moving 
the cargo and their staff must have received an approved course of training on security issues.

ACSP training to become a ‘Known Consignor’

Regulated agents and airlines are obliged to undertake specific training of staff. This training is provided 
by trainers approved by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport. Potential consignors of air 
cargo seeking a designation as a “known consignor” must demonstrate that staff have received basic 
induction training on the following:

■■ Importance of security

■■ Security awareness

■■ Reporting of incidents

■■ Access control

■■ Key and lock control arrangements

■■ Secure packing of cargo

■■ En-route security

■■ Aviation security

Designation as a known consignor will be granted for two years, after which time, a security inspection 
must be carried out in each facility operated by the known consignor for the preparation, forwarding 
or receipt of air cargo.

Regulators and Regulations specific to the Pharma sector

Pharma products make up 60% of the Irish Air Cargo export market. The Irish Medicines Board (IMB) is 
responsible for the protection and enhancement of public and animal health through the regulation 
of medicines, medical devices and healthcare products. The Food, Drugs and Administration (FDA), 
an agency of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, is the US equivalent of the 
IMB. The FDA is responsible for protecting and promoting public health through the regulation and 
supervision of food safety, pharmaceutical drugs, medications and medical devices, electromagnetic 
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radiation emitting devices (ERED), veterinary products, and cosmetics. These inspection agencies 
tend to be “particularly sticky” when new pharma products are launched.

Good Distribution Practice (GDP)

GDP is a quality warranty system which includes requirements for purchase, receiving, storage and 
export of drugs intended for human consumption.

GDP regulates the division and movement of pharmaceutical products from the premises of the 
manufacturer of medicinal products, or another central point, to the end user, or to an intermediate 
point by means of various transport methods, via various storage and/or health establishments. In 
Europe GDP is based on the Directive of the Board of the European Community 92/25/EEC regarding 
the wholesale distribution of drugs for human consumption. In the US GMP is based on the Code of 
Federal Regulations 21 CFR 210/211, and USP 1079.

Ireland’s pharmaceutical sector has a good track record in terms of compliance with statutory 
and quality regulations. FDA, IMB and other consumer audits have consistently endorsed Irish 
manufacturers’ GMP compliance as world class. Companies’ competence in this area gives them a key 
competitive advantage over industries in other regions around the world.

Life Sciences Ireland established by the Irish Exporters Association (IEA) developed a GDP code of 
practice for the industry sector and created GDP training for the logistics, transport and storage 
industry. The GDP training process has been endorsed by the IMB and offers manufacturers in 
the sector in Ireland a regulated, safe and efficient supply chain system for getting their products 
delivered to international markets and the consumer in those markets.

Cold Chain

The chemical stability of many new Pharma products is temperature-sensitive and they require 
an ‘unbroken cold chain’ from producer to consumer (and regulators such as the FDA require an 
uninterrupted documentary record of the shipment’s temperature along the supply chain).

There are two solutions to provide reliable cold chain product:

■■ Passive temperature control system based on dry ice refrigeration.

■■ Active temperature control system based on compressor cooling and electrical heating

Both solutions support temperature ranges of:

■■ +2 to +8B°C (+36 to +46 B°F)

■■ +10 to+25B°C (+50 to+77B°F) (Room temperature)

A temperature-controlled air cargo containers (envirotainer) was introduced in the mid-1990s but it is 
a very expensive solution and only suits very high value product.

There is as yet no global standard observed by the industry, but when the imminent new EU guidelines 
on Good Distribution Practice of Medicinal Products for Human Use replace the 1994 version they will 
be very influential.

2.6 Future Prospects and Constraints

World economic Outlook

Economic activity, as measured by world Gross Domestic Product, remains the primary driver of all 
air cargo traffic growth and AF in any country is at the mercy of the overall global economy. The 
continued turmoil in the Eurozone economies and the rising dissent to austerity measures continues 
to depress business confidence such that it may appear foolhardy to pay attention to forecasts. But 
one must have regard to the longer term.
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The Airbus Global Market Forecast 2011 regards AF as a key enabler of a global world and remarked 
on the resilience of the AF market to the financial crisis. Despite the current volatility they confidently 
predicted that intercontinental air freight traffic will grow threefold over the next 20 years.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s Forecast 2011-2031 gave an equally sanguine forecast for the air 
passenger market, predicting that the system capacity in available seat miles (ASMs) would increase 
at an average annual rate of 3.6 percent through to 2031.

However, CAPA’s Outlook 2011 report found that the ‘spectacular rebound’ in global air freight demand 
in 2009/10 had slowed to a canter by 2H2010 reflecting continuing weak economic conditions in much 
of Europe, a stuttering US recovery and increasing inflation problems in wider Asia.

The 2010-2011 edition of the biennial Boeing World Air Cargo Forecast had predicted resurgent growth 
of world air cargo traffic after the steep drop brought on by the retrenchment of manufacturing 
during the global economic downturn of 2008 and 2009.

In the longer term Boeing saw world air cargo traffic expanding at an average annual rate of 5.9% 
for the next two decades, tripling the 2009 levels. Asia’s air cargo markets would continue to lead 
the industry in average annual growth. The intra-Asia market alone was expanding by 7.9% per year. 
Markets connecting developing economies to established economies would equal or exceed the 
average world growth rate.

Irish Efforts to Diversify to New Growth Markets

Irish economy policy-makers are beginning to realise that one of the ways to escape the constraints 
of a recession-ridden Europe is to aggressively target the fast growing emerging markets — the BRIC 
economies together with the fast growing Middle Eastern, South American and African markets.

To date Irish exports to these emerging markets have been disappointing. Only 4% of Irish exports 
go to the BRIC economies, whereas the average member of the EU27 exports over 20% of their total 
exports to the BRIC countries.

It is hoped that recent Ministerial-led trade missions to China and the visit of Vice Premier Xi Zinping 
will help to galvanise the China export growth. The IEA’s Asia Trade Forum (ATF) is assisting export 
businesses to prioritise Asia in their export expansion plans. The IEA have appointed country directors 
for each of the five Asian priority countries (China, India, South Korea, Malaysia and Japan) to support 
businesses entering these markets, and have reached a collaborative structure with service providers 
(William Fry, Grant Thornton, Ulster Bank, and Etihad, as well as Enterprise Ireland) to drive the profile 
of export potential in Asia and learn how best to enter the various markets

Irish Services set to overtake Merchandise Exports

The evolving nature of Irish trade has exhibited the characteristic of trade in all advanced economies 
with the value of Services rapidly catching up on that of Merchandise. By 2009 Services accounted for 
45% of total Irish exports and were expected to overtake merchandise exports early in the current 
decade. The WTO reported that Ireland was ranked 9th largest commercial services exporting nation, 
up from 11th position in 2008.

By 2011 Irish service exports were worth in excess of €78bn, six times the level prevailing at the end 
of the 1990’s. Computer services (38%), business services (31%), and financial services and insurance 
(19%) accounted for nearly 90% of service exports.
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Table 2.7:	 Irish	merchandise	and	service	exports,	2010–2011	(€m)

2010 2011 % change

Merchandise	(€m) 89,391 92,544 +3.5%

Services	(€m) 73,837 78,724 +6.6%

Total 163,228 171,268 +4.9%

Source:	IEA	Trade	&	Transport	Analysis	2011	Report

The continued success by the IDA and supporting government agencies in attracting FDI to Ireland 
during the economic downturn has been lauded. Seventy five percent of these investments are in the 
services sector and points to one of the key drivers of the services sector export growth.

While this eclipse of Irish Manufacturing does cast an unsettling shadow over the AF sector it certainly 
does not spell inevitable decline: if Ireland’s research and production competitiveness can be 
sustained Manufacturing and AF can still grow (albeit at a lower rate than Services).

Limited Irish AF Market and inexorable Growth of Air Trucking

It is difficult to see how Ireland can reverse the growth trend in Air Trucking. The modest local AF 
market size makes it less attractive to new Carriers and connectivity will always be limited. There can 
be a prohibitive time penalty attached to Air Trucking but this is not always the case.

Anecdotal information describes how air trucking has been honed to a fine art by Irish logistics 
providers. A 6 pm ‘shut-out’ at Dublin airport (requiring early afternoon trucking departures from 
Shannon and Cork) can get air-trucked cargo to Dublin Port for 7 pm, Holyhead by 10 pm, Manchester 
Airport by 2 am, and Heathrow for 5 am.

Perhaps one hopeful sign for indigenous air freight is the trend in the Pharma sector towards minimising 
‘touch points’; this militates in favour of direct flights out of Ireland, and, given the dominant role of 
this sector, could make a case for the entry of additional Freighter Services into the Irish market. But 
the price must still be competitive.

Service Levels of Traditional Carriers and Integrators are converging

A shipper’s ultimate criterion is door-to-door transit time from shipper to customer as opposed to 
airport to airport. Although average air transit time is anecdotally one-fourth that of ocean transport, 
‘dwell time’ is a serious handicap in the air cargo industry. The blame is laid at the division of labour 
in the air transport process where operational breaks can occur between the different actors, 
the shipper, the freight forwarder, the ground handler, the carrier, the consignee, and specialised 
customs-clearing agencies. Additional delay can be introduced by the waiting time inherent in the 
consolidation of freight to obtain more favourable rates from airlines. A substantial portion of the 
delay is due to interruptions in the flow of information between the organisations.

The integrated express carrier solution emerged as a result of the organisational failings of the 
traditional airline-forwarder-handler coalitions. The marketing proposition of the integrators is that 
they will collect the goods and deliver them to the final destination, providing all the links in the 
transport chain (controlling the change of mode etc.), and offering a comprehensive information flow 
along with the physical transport of the goods. This premium service has been called the ‘business 
class’ of air cargo. 

Their sophisticated information systems used electronic data interchange (EDI) networks to provide a 
‘track and trace’ system throughout the goods transit, enabling the operator to inform both suppliers 
and receivers about the status of their goods during transit. EDI networks can also provide the process 
of documentation, from the documentary evidence of the supply and sale of the goods, the issuance 
of transport receipts, the preparation of customs entries and the raising of service invoices against 
which the client pays for services rendered. 
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The traditional integrated express service focused on the small parcel market (‘retail’ air cargo 
market) but spare capacity was offered to the ‘wholesale’ market for block-booking of ‘heavy cargo’. 
The integrators thrived in the air cargo market to the point that air express in the United States now 
accounts for over 80 percent of domestic air cargo shipments and 35% of international air cargo 
despite its premium cost. 

As visibility and time-definite services became increasingly expected by shippers and consignees the 
airline-forwarder-handler coalitions sought to match integrated express levels of service including 
consignment tracking capability. They hoped that improving the organisational efficiency of air 
transport would also deepen the product range that could be effectively shipped by air.

In turn, the integrators designed ‘deferred service’ — second-day and third-day, time-definite services 
— so that they could trim their premium rates for the ‘heavy freight’ market. This less expensive service 
level would suit those shippers who operate a more conservative inventory strategy and cushion their 
supply chain.

Declining Availability of Belly Space

In addition to continued growth for the integrated carriers at the expense of passenger airline belly 
cargo, projections adduce other reasons for a decline in belly cargo:

■■ Higher passenger load factors

■■ Increased use of smaller regional jets

■■ Security restrictions post-September 11.

Increased use of regional jets on domestic short-haul routes, has increased the passenger occupancy 
of many aircraft, resulting in more weight and space requirements for passengers and their baggage, 
and less for cargo.

Airlines, in particular low cost carriers, are seeking to increase the amount of time aircraft spend in the 
air and to reduce gate turnaround times. This shorter turnaround affects cargo operations because 
shorter gate turnarounds reduce the window of time for loading and off-loading cargo.

Fuel Costs

Rising fuel costs have a significant impact on the volume of air cargo traffic. Shippers of very high 
value products may grudgingly suffer the increase but those at the margins such as exporters of sea 
food or flowers may be forced to switch to more economic transport modes such as road and sea, 
even if it means modifying their product category from fresh to frozen or dried.

Environment Constraints

With the increasing focus on global warming, concerns about aircraft emissions has grown. Air cargo 
accounts for a very small portion (less than one per cent) of world-wide freight but, because it is 
growing rapidly, it is coming under the microscope of the environment protection lobby.

Air transportation threatens the environment in three ways:

■■ Aircraft emissions at take-off and landing contribute to both conventional air pollution and 
global warming; long aircraft taxi times aggravate matters;

■■ Emissions during flight contribute to global warming (CO2 emitted at high altitude has twice 
the global warming potential of surface emissions); long stacking time is an aggravating 
concern;

■■ Noise, pollution, congestion, and other land-use issues pose major problems around airports; 
the noise and pollution requirements now in place at many of the large airports raise operating 
costs for many carriers.
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Aircraft manufacturers are fighting back by researching fuel efficiency enhancements for their 
engines; long-haul Freighters have a special incentive since fuel represents such a large portion of 
their operating costs.

Shannon Challenge

Following the pull-out of Aer Lingus from the Shannon-Heathrow route in 2007, the termination of the 
Shannon Stopover in 2008, and the decision of Dell to move its manufacturing to Poland in 2009, the 
fortunes of Shannon Airport have turned sharply downward.

Figure A4.1 in Appendix 4 depicts the 50% collapse in passenger numbers between 2007 and 2010.

This decline in activity has presented an enormous challenge for the new management of Shannon 
Airport and will call for innovative solutions involving leveraging the proposed cargo preclearance 
and LYNXS™ Shannon CargoPort™ projects (see Appendix 3) with other regional attractions.

The future of Shannon has implications for the prosperity of the industrial base along the whole 
corridor from Galway (healthcare) through Limerick (ICT) to Cork (pharmaceuticals).
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3. International data on 
Irish air freight

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present information provided by international data sources on airfreight 
cargo movements from Ireland to major export markets, such as the US.

The data presented here is intended to supplement the data obtained from the survey of exporting 
companies which will be presented in Chapter 4 below particularly in the context of where respondents 
were reluctant to provide data on their airfreight export volumes and/or rates because of commercial 
sensitivities.

Data from three international sources of airfreight data are discussed in this chapter:

1. Cargo Accounts Settlement Systems (CASS) is an online billing and accounts settling system 
used by airlines (carriers) and freight forwarders, and in 2011 handled transactions totalling €26 
billion. Currently there are over 70 countries operating within the CASS system, and this number 
is anticipated to rise to 100 by the end of 2012. The CASS system is an important source of data 
on airfreight tonnage and rates;

2. The US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) is a part of the Research and Innovative 
Technology Administration which in turn is part of the Department of Transportation (USDOT), 
and is responsible for data collection, analysis, and reporting so as to ensure the most cost-
effective use of transportation-monitoring resources. BTS provides comprehensive data on 
certificated US and foreign air carriers with respect to passengers and freight transported to US 
airports;

3. Official Airline Guide (OAG) is an information service provided by UBM Aviation to airlines, 
airports and the air transport industry. It is a key source of data on airline schedules.

The CASS and BTS datasets provide information on cargo originating from Irish airports while the data 
derived from OAG provides an indication of potential belly hold freight capacity on scheduled flights 
originating from Ireland. In the case of the latter it is important to note that the actual capacity for cargo 
on a plane is dependent on a number of factors including the number of passengers and the volume of 
passenger luggage.

3.2 Cargo Accounts Settlement Systems

This sub-section provides data on cargo carried by airlines that are members of the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) originating from Ireland and the UK. The data covers the period 2008–2011 
and provides information on tonnage and rates paid by freight forwarders on behalf of their customers.

The Cargo Accounts Settlement Systems (CASS) system operates as an invoicing and account settlement 
system between the airlines and the freight forwarders and the key document used by the system 
for recording cargo transactions is the air waybill (AWB). The AWB will typically show the names of 
the consignor and consignee, the airport of origin, the destination airport, the flight number and the 
amount charged for carriage.
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While the CASS data provides very comprehensive market-related documents it should be noted that not 
every airline that carries cargo is a member of IATA and therefore is not included in the CASS statistics. A 
bigger drawback is that while CASS statistics may show that a consignment left Dublin bound for Boston, 
the reality is that the consignment may have actually arrived at Dublin Airport but was then put on a 
truck bound for Heathrow from where it was flown to Boston. This is the issue of air trucking referred to 
previously and it is a major factor when considering CASS data on airfreight cargo out of Ireland.

CASS data is based on the air waybill cut at the originating airport. Irish goods trucked to Manchester or 
Heathrow airports and flown from there will have an air waybill that is cut in the UK and will, therefore, 
be categorised by CASS as UK airfreight.

CASS data is provided on an origin/destination route pairs; the pairs can be an airport, city or country 
covered by the CASS system e.g. Dublin airport or Dublin city or Ireland to Heathrow airport or London 
or the UK. CASS provided the consultants with a special analysis of all airfreighted goods travelling 
under an Irish AWB for the calendar years 2010-2011 (shown in Figure 3.1 below).

According to CASS, the total amount of cargo airfreight originating from Ireland amounted to 38,280 
tonnes in 2010. This increased to 39,587 tonnes in 2011 — an increase of 1,307 tonnes on the previous 
year’s levels or 3.4%.

Table 3.1	 Total	CASS	volumes	for	Ireland	2010–2011	(tonnes)

Year Volume (tonnes)

2010 38,280

2011 39,587

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

Figure 3.1	 CASS	monthly	volumes	for	Ireland	2010–2011	(tonnes)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The line for 2010 indicates the impact of end-of-quarter shipments though this is less pronounced in 
2011.

The following graph provides information on the market yield on goods air-freighted out of Ireland on a 
monthly basis for the period 2010-2011. Measured in US dollars per kilo, it is the amount of money that the 
airline invoices the freight forwarder for the movement of goods from the originating to the destination 
airport. This figure includes the fuel surcharge and war risk but excludes security and handling charges.
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Figure 3.2	 CASS	monthly	market	yield	rates	for	Ireland	2010–2011	(US	dollars	per	kilo)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The graph shows that market yields for most of 2011 were substantially higher than for the equivalent 
month in 2010. The graph also shows a sharp spike in February 2011 although as the year progressed, 
market yields eased; the yields for October, November and December 2012 were lower than the 
corresponding months in 2010.

The table below provides a summary of average annual yields on goods travelling under an Irish AWB 
during the period 2010-2011. The yearly average for 2011 was $2.47 per kilo, an increase of 5.5% on the 
equivalent 2010 figure of $2.34 per kilo.

Table 3.2	 CASS	monthly	market	yield	rates	for	Ireland	2010–2011	(US	dollars	per	kilo)

Month Yield 2010 Yield 2011

January 2.23 2.22

February 2.18 2.74

March 2.19 2.46

April 2.22 2.41

May 2.31 2.45

June 2.38 2.52

July 2.24 2.48

August 2.27 2.48

September 2.48 2.54

October 2.48 2.46

November 2.59 2.50

December 2.55 2.43

Yearly average 2.34 2.47

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

Figure 3.3 indicates trends in Irish and UK market yields on goods air freighted to the US covering the 
period January 2008 to April 2012. While Irish and UK market yields follow a similar pattern, Irish rates are 
uniformly higher than UK rates. This reflects a number of potential contributing factors including higher 
levels of competition among airlines operating in the UK market on the US lane and greater economies 
of scale.
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Figure 3.3	 CASS	Irish	and	UK	market	yields	to	the	US,	2008–2012	(US	dollars	per	kilo)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The data provided in Chapter 2 indicates that the US is an important export market for goods airfreighted 
from Ireland. Figure 3.4 shows trends in goods travelling under an Irish air waybill to the US during 
the period 2008–2011. It also shows goods travelling under an AWB originating in Shannon and Dublin 
airports.

Figure 3.4	 CASS	tonnage	data	for	goods	originating	under	an	Irish	air	waybill	destined	for	the	US,	
2008–2011	(tonnes)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The green line denoting total goods airfreighted to the US under an Irish AWB shows considerable 
fluctuations during the period under review. The available information indicates that a decline in 
volumes to the US during the second half of 2011 is continuing during the first quarter of 2012. The 
average monthly tonnage during the period from all Irish airports was 1,384 tonnes.

While Dublin airport accounts for a greater amount of volume shipped to the US, the data indicates that 
during the second half of 2011, the tonnage leaving Dublin for the US had slipped allowing Shannon 
airport to temporarily overtake it.
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Table 3.3	 CASS	annual	tonnage	data	for	goods	originating	under	an	Irish	air	waybill	destined	for	
the	US,	2008–2011

Year Ireland Dublin Shannon
2008 17,085 7,670 7,176

2009 14,947 6,640 6,461

2010 17,974 9,051 7,067

2011 16,423 7,744 7,038

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

It should be noted that the national totals include goods travelling under an Irish air waybill from other 
Irish airports such as Cork (as there are no flights from Cork to the US, these goods then would have 
travelled from Cork airport by truck to another Irish or overseas airport with direct flight connections to 
the US).

The graph below, Figure 3.5, shows that overall Irish market yields on goods airfreighted to the US 
equate to the average of the market yields from Dublin and Shannon. For the majority of the period 
under review, Shannon’s market yields (and hence, presumably, rates quoted to shippers) are lower than 
Dublin’s. It should be pointed out that during the winter months, there are no scheduled flights from 
Shannon to the US and therefore freight forwarders have no option other than to use Dublin or truck the 
goods to the UK for a connecting US flight.

Market yields peaked during 2008 but then fell sharply to their lowest point during July 2009. Since then 
market yields have increased slowly during 2010–2011 but softened during the last quarter of 2011.

Figure 3.5	 CASS	market	yield	data	for	goods	originating	under	an	Irish	air	waybill	for	the	US,	2008–
2011	(US	dollars	per	kilo)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

Figure 3.6 provides an overview of goods originating under an air waybill cut in Dublin and Shannon 
airports destined for JFK and Boston airports during the period 2008–2011.

The graph shows that compared to Dublin Shannon accounts for the substantial amount of the goods 
flown to Boston while the position is reversed in relation to goods shipped to JFK. In view of the fact that 
there are no services from Shannon to the US during the winter months, some of the Shannon tonnage 
may in fact have flown from Dublin airport or an overseas airport.

The graph indicates that there has been considerable fluctuation in the volume of goods flown from 
Dublin to JFK airport and that there has been a large drop in tonnage during 2011.
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Figure 3.6	 CASS	tonnage	data	for	goods	originating	in	Dublin	and	Shannon	airports	destined	for	
JFK	and	Boston	airports,	2008–2011	(tonnes)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The following graph shows trends in goods travelling under an Irish AWB as measured by CASS for key 
Pacific Rim export markets: China, Japan and Australia.

Figure 3.6	 CASS	tonnage	data	for	goods	travelling	under	an	Irish	air	waybill	for	China,	Japan	and	
Australia,	2008–2012	(tonnes)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The graph indicates that tonnage volumes peaked in 2008 and while showing some signs of moving on 
an upward path, they have yet to reach the tonnage figures achieved in 2008.

Figure 3.7 provides an overview of market yields for goods travelling under an Irish air waybill to China, 
Japan and Australia. It shows that while market yields for goods shipped to Japan and Australia have 
fluctuated throughout the period, the market yield for China showed a dramatic spike in the first quarter 
of 2010. This is likely to have been as a result of a demand surge specific to the Irish airfreight market as 
it was not evident in shipments airfreighted from the UK to China for the same period.
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Figure 3.7	 CASS	market	yield	data	for	goods	travelling	under	an	Irish	air	waybill	destined	for	China,	
Japan	and	Australia,	2008–2012	(US	dollars	per	kilo)

Source:	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	(CASS)

The graph shows that the market yield rate for Australia is considerably higher than for both Japan and 
China (largely due to reduced freight capacity on this lane). The average market yield rate for goods 
travelling under an Irish air waybill over the period 2008–2012 was 3.82 US dollars per kilo compared to 
2.33 US dollars per kilo for goods shipped by air to both China and Japan.

3.3 US Bureau of Transportation Statistics

The US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) provides useful data collected from US and international 
carriers on passenger numbers and cargo traffic on aircraft landing in the US — both scheduled and 
non-scheduled. The BTS figures also include military-related cargo carried by private sector carriers.

The BTS database provides international non-stop segment data reported by both U.S. and foreign air 
carriers, including carrier, origin, destination, aircraft type and service class for transported passengers, 
freight and mail, available capacity, scheduled departures, departures performed, aircraft hours, and 
load factor when at least one point of service is in the United States or one of its territories. The latest 
available BTS figures are for December 2011.

The BTS data shown below in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.4 provides figures for freight tonnage on aircraft 
landing at US airports that originated from Ireland. The BTS figures differ from CASS data as it includes 
freight information from airlines that are not members of IATA.
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Figure 3.8	 BTS	freight	tonnage	figures	for	aircraft	landing	at	US	airports	that	departed	from	Dublin	
and	Shannon,	2005–2011	(tonnes)

Source:	US	Bureau	of	Transportation	Statistics	(BTS)

The figure shows that the volume of freight arriving at US airports from Dublin has been increasing over 
the period 2005–2011. The freight tonnage originating from Shannon initially showed strong growth 
and peaked during 2007–2009 (when it exceeded the Dublin originating traffic). Since then, the tonnage 
arriving in the US from Shannon has declined considerably.

Table 3.4	 BTS	freight	tonnage	figures	for	aircraft	landing	at	US	airports	that	departed	from	Dublin	
and	Shannon,	2005–2011	(tonnes)

Year Dublin Shannon Total

2005 8,413 5,878 14,291

2006 9,438 7,670 17,108

2007 9,811 12,304 22,115

2008 11,016 11,440 22,456

2009 9,941 4,473 14,414

2010 14,278 5,576 19,854

2011 12,481 1,441 13,922

Source:	US	Bureau	of	Transportation	Statistics	(BTS)

3.4 Official Airline Guide

TMA undertook an analysis of data available from the Official Airline Guide (OAG) to assess trends in the 
airfreight capacity out of Ireland with a particular focus on belly-hold capacity on scheduled flights. 
The analysis involved scanning all scheduled flights leaving Ireland over a 5-year period (2007–2011) 
and calculating the belly-hold capacity of planes serving these routes. It is important to note that this 
is theoretical available airfreight capacity; some flights may be serving holiday destinations e.g. the 
Canaries, and are of little interest to exporters. Other scheduled flights may serve adjacent countries 
such as the UK where an exporting company may find it more economical to move goods by road/sea. It 
is also worth noting the impact of seasonality on airline schedules i.e. reduced services during the winter 
months. The days of the week that the schedule operates on may also have a bearing on the take-up 
of available cargo space i.e. scheduled flights on a Saturday or Sunday are unlikely to be favoured by 
exporters or their agents.
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Companies that produce large goods e.g. computer servers, may not be able to avail of the belly-hold 
capacity aircraft leaving Ireland because they require airplanes with larger deck capacity then are 
available on the Irish market.

The analysis indicates that airfreight capacity has decreased by 50% over the period 2007–2011. In 
2007, the total airfreight capacity (non-stop and multi-stop routings) leaving Irish airports amounted 
to 207,730 tonnes but by 2011 this had fallen to 105,077 tonnes. The graph also indicates the airfreight 
capacity from Ireland on non-stop routes which accounts for a dominant share of the total capacity.

The airfreight capacity out of Ireland to the US has also declined over 2007–2011 but the decrease has 
been less marked.

Figure 3.9	 OAG	data	on	available	airfreight	capacity	out	of	Ireland	as	a	whole	and	to	the	US,	2007–
2011	(tonnes)

Source:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG)

Figure 3.10 shows the breakdown of airfreight capacity by airport (Dublin, Shannon and Cork). Figure 
3.10 shows that both Dublin and Shannon airports have experienced continual decline in airfreight 
capacity; Cork bucks the trend but only to the extent that its airfreight capacity rose during the period 
2007–2009 before falling back steeply since then.

Figure 3.10	 OAG	 data	 on	 available	 airfreight	 capacity	 on	 scheduled	 services	 out	 of	 Ireland	 from	
Dublin,	Shannon	and	Cork	airports,	2007–2011	(tonnes)

Source:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG)

The following graphs illustrate changes in the routes served by scheduled passenger and freight carriers 
from Irish airports in 2008 and 2011.
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Figure 3.11	 OAG	data	illustrating	changes	in	the	distribution	of	routes	served	from	Irish	airports,	2008	
and	2011

Source:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG)

Figure 3.12	 OAG	data	illustrating	changes	in	the	available	cargo	capacity	on	routes	served	from	Irish	
airports,	2008	and	2011

Source:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG)

The main changes between the two years are the ending of services to the US west coast and increases 
in short-haul routes to Europe.

3.5 Summary

The analysis shows that the theoretical belly-hold airfreight capacity of scheduled planes departing 
from Ireland has declined significantly during the period 2007–2011. However, the analysis also indicates 
that the available cargo capacity on certain key routes is more than sufficient to cater for the actual 
tonnage airfreighted to these markets. As an example, in the case of scheduled services from Ireland 
to the US, the OAG data points to an available cargo capacity of 55,014 tonnes in 2011 whereas the 
estimated actual usage as measured by CASS and BTS for the same period totalled 16,423 tonnes and 
13,922 tonnes respectively (see Table 3.5 and Figure 3.13 below).

The OAG data points to a surplus of available cargo capacity on routes from Ireland to the US east coast; 
however, there are currently no scheduled services operating between Ireland and the US west coast.
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Table 3.5	 Comparison	 of	 OAG,	 CASS	 and	 BTS	 datasets	 on	 available	 freight	 capacity	 and	 actual	
tonnage	airfreighted	from	Ireland	to	the	US,	2008–2011	(tonnes)

Year OAG capacity data CASS tonnage BTS tonnage

2008 89,210 17,085 22,456

2009 74,397 14,947 14,414

2010 58,117 17,974 19,854

2011 55,014 16,423 13,922

Sources:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG),	US	Bureau	of	Transportation	Statistics	(BTS)	and	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	

(CASS)

Figure 3.13	 Comparison	 of	 OAG,	 CASS	 and	 BTS	 datasets	 on	 available	 freight	 capacity	 and	 actual	
tonnage	airfreighted	from	Ireland	to	the	US,	2008–2011	(tonnes)

Sources:	Official	Airline	Guide	(OAG),	US	Bureau	of	Transportation	Statistics	(BTS)	and	Cargo	Accounts	Settlement	Systems	

(CASS)

As most goods airfreighted from Ireland travels in the belly-hold of aircraft on scheduled flights, the 
availability of flights from Ireland is determined by passenger and not cargo traffic considerations. 
Additionally, the scheduling of flights may be influenced by passenger seasonality factors resulting 
in reduced services during the winter month even though the demand for cargo services may remain 
constant throughout the year.

The OAG and BTS data indicate that there has been a decline in the available cargo capacity, and actual 
tonnage of goods airfreighted, to the US from Shannon airport. BTS data indicates, on the other hand, 
that the tonnage of goods airfreighted to the US from Dublin airport during 2007–2011 has been on an 
upward trajectory.

The CASS data indicates that just under 40,000 tonnes was airfreighted under an Irish air waybill in 2011. 
This total includes tonnage that might have actually arrived at an Irish airport from the shipper but was 
then trucked to another Irish airport or, more commonly, to an overseas airport to take a flight to its end 
destination i.e. air trucked. The actual proportion of the 40,000 tonnes that is air trucked is impossible to 
calculate and is likely to vary from one export market zone to another.

The CASS data for Ireland does not include goods from an Irish shipper that have been transported by 
road/sea to an international hub and flown from there with an air waybill which was cut in that overseas 
location. These goods — even though produced in Ireland — will form part of the CASS tonnage 
statistics for that country; they do not fall into the airtrucking category because the AWB was cut outside 
of Ireland. The volume of Irish goods cut under an overseas air waybill cannot be quantified.
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Despite these caveats in relation to tonnage information, CASS is an important source of air cargo data. 
It is also an important data source on market yields for cargo transported by the major carriers and it can 
be used as a proxy for the rates paid by shippers to airfreight their goods to international markets. The 
market yield data includes freight, fuel surcharges and war risk costs but excludes handling and pick-up 
costs and security charges. The CASS statistics show that the average annual market yield for goods 
airfreighted from Ireland in 2011 was 2.47 US dollars or €1.85 per kilo (based on an average US-€ conver-
sion rate of 0.748 for 2011), an increase of 5.5% on the equivalent 2010 figure. TMA’s information suggests 
that this equates to rate paid by the shipper of €2.38 per kilo (including security and handing costs and 
freight forwarders’ margin). This average cost rate per kilo masks the fact that as shown in Section 3.2 
above, the rates charged will vary from one export market lane to another.
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4. Findings from the IEA 
All-Island air freight 
survey

This chapter presents the main findings from the online questionnaire and offers an analytical 
commentary. The salient points are further discussed in chapter 5.

The weblink to the questionnaire was sent to some 139 selected exporting companies on the Island of 
Ireland and 54 respondents offered substantive responses. Most were comprehensively completed while 
some respondents were more selective leaving out some answers because of pressure of confidentiality 
or time.

4.1 General Business Profile of Respondents

In the first section of the questionnaire companies were asked to provide descriptive information on 
their general business profile.

Figure 4.1 depicts the geographical distribution of the respondents and indicates a good representative 
spread across the island.

Figure 4.1	 Respondents’	geographical	distribution

Figure 4.2 presents the sectoral distribution of the 54 companies as reported by themselves in the 
questionnaire. Here we see the massive predominance of the BioPharma and Other Healthcare sectors 
which are known to be among the largest users of Air Freight (AF). The Food sector also features 
prominently in the responses.
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Figure 4.2	 Respondents’	sectoral	distribution

The employment size of the respondents is depicted in Figure 4.3 and indicates a fairly even distribution 
across the chosen size classes. The fact that the smallest size class has a relatively equal representation 
is testament to the early international ambitions of air transporting exporters and reflects the high 
value sectors they populate.

Figure 4.3	 Employment	categories

Figure 4.4 presents the breakdown of the 54 respondents by turnover class. This reflects the 
employment distribution shown above indicating a fairly even breakdown across the revenue 
spectrum.

Figure 4.4	 Turnover	categories

Ownership of the respondents in terms of indigenous or foreign economic blocks is illustrated in 
Figure 4.5. Some one third claim indigenous ownership while Other European makes up the remainder 
of one half of the respondents. US ownership accounts for practically all of the other half with Other or 
Rest of World accounting for a small portion.
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Figure 4.5	 Ownership

4.2 Overall market targeted by respondents

Before focusing on their air freight activity we asked respondents to indicate their Overall Export 
Market destinations and their answers are presented for their three main global market zones in 
figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Where the UK portion of export destinations is much more pronounced in 
the overall exporting population (see destination of overall exports by volume in Figure 2.9) here it is 
more modest This betrays a degree of self-selection in the respondent cohort (who presumably will 
have an AF bias and therefore be high value global exporters). For the same reason the US and Asia 
figure prominently.

Figure 4.6	 Overall	Market	Zone	1

Figure 4.7	 Overall	Market	Zone	2
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Figure 4.8	 Overall	Market	Zone	3

Figure 4.9 gives the destination breakdown summing across all three main market zones, this clearly 
emphasises the prominence of the US and Asia markets for air exporting companies.

Figure 4.9	 Summary	of	all	three	Market	Zones

The survey was interested to determine who set the company logistics strategy. Figure 4.10 indicates 
an even split between indigenous and overseas logistics strategy management. This reflects an 
intuitive sense of balance of benefits between global corporate leverage and local market nous.

Figure 4.10	 Where	is	supply	chain/logistics	strategy	set?

The survey sought to identify the main transport modes deployed by the canvassed exporting 
companies for their three market zones. Figure 4.11 presents their responses and the self-selection 
phenomenon is again suggested by the high Air-related fraction of mode responses. This emphasis 
on Air Transport even in zone 1 suggests that these respondents are no longer concentrated on nearer 
markets. The ‘road+sea+air’ option was offered to probe the extent of the ‘air trucking’ activity, but, 
as discussed later in the report, shippers are not always aware of the mode details and, consequently, 
analysis of this response must be treated with some caution.
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Figure 4.11	 Main	Transport	Mode

Companies were asked to identify any special freight handling requirements they imposed. A wide 
range of handling concerns is reported in Figure 4.12 and reflects the high value of modern export 
products. The large presence of BioPharma companies explains the prominence of temperature 
control and non-stack requirements. Food-grade hygiene concerns reflect the weight of the other 
prominent sector, Food Products.

Figure 4.12	 Special	shipping	requirements

The survey explored the satisfaction of companies with the transport modes available to exporters in 
Ireland. Figure 4.13 shows their ratings against the various dimensions of the exporting experience.

Figure 4.13	 Satisfaction	ratings

The companies were asked if these dimensions had improved or disimproved over the last five years. 
Figure 4.14 gives their responses.
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Figure 4.14	 Improvement	of	disimprovement	over	the	last	5	years

In the case of air transport half of the respondents scored ‘improved’ (air and road were the two 
leading ‘improved’ categories) and only two respondents felt it had deteriorated. Handling facilities 
at airports was much less favourably assessed.

4.3 Air Freight Activities

Following the overall marketing activities and preferences the next section of the Survey focused 
specifically on the AF activities of the companies.

First the companies were asked to rank the reasons generally advanced for the use of Air Freight. Table 
4.1 lists the responses by ranking. Speed of delivery is clearly the primary consideration with time-
definite delivery another key factor.

Table 4.1	 Reasons	for	using	airfreight

FACTOR

Rank

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Speed	of	Delivery 38 5 2 1 1

Time-definite	delivery 7 14 2 1 1 1 1

Lower	risk	of	damage 8 5 2 4 1 1 1

Flexibility 4 4 3 3 4

Security 3 6 6 3 1 2 1

Good	choice	of		
destinations

1 2 3 3 3 1 4

Good	frequency	for	
scheduled		
destinations

3 3 4 2 2 2

Accessibility	for	
Customers

1 2 6 6 1 1 2 1 2

Comprehensive	
services	of	integrated	
express	carriers

1 2 3 3 1 2 1 1

Other 1 1 2 1 1

Companies were then asked to rank the canonical list of factors prohibiting the use of air freigtht.

Table 4.2 presents their responses. Unsurprisingly cost is overwhelmingly declared the number one 
obstacle to the greater use of air freight. Specifically in the case of Ireland, the lack of connectivity or 
direct air routes is identified as another major impediment.
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“We’d like to support Irish carriers but their rates are off 
the scale.”

— Multinational 
medical device 
company

Table 4.2	 Perceived	prohibitive	factors	re	Irish	airfreight	services

FACTOR

Rank

1 2 3 4 5 6

Cost	of	air	freight 28 5 3 1

Lack	of	direct	flight	connections 10 12 3 4

Seasonality	limitations	of	flight	
schedules

3 7 8 3 2

Uncertainty	of	delivery	time 2 2 5 2 2

Lack	of	security	of	consignments 5 2 3

Other 5 4

An important goal of the survey was to gain an insight into the volumes and destinations of the Irish 
Air Freight market but respondents proved quite reticent when it came to the quantitative questions. 
Some two thirds of the 54 respondents offered data in response to the question on export volumes 
for the year 2011, while slightly less than half of the respondents gave details on their annual import 
volumes.

Figures 4.15 indicates the percentages of responding companies broken down into seven volume 
classes for both Exports and Imports.

Some fifty percent of the responding companies air exported less than 100 tonnes in 2011, forty-three 
percent exported between 100 and 1000 tonnes, and only nine percent of companies exported in 
excess of 1000 tonnes. Of the cohort who responded to the imports volume question, almost sixty 
percent of companies imported less than 100 tonnes in 2011, thirty-two percent imported between 
100 and 1000 tonnes, and nine percent imported in excess of 1000 tonnes.

Figure 4.15	 Airfreight	export	and	import	tonnes,	2011

The survey explored the three main AF zones of the exporting companies and Figure 4.16 presents 
the findings. North America and Asia are the principal destinations with the Middle East & Africa also 
beginning to feature. Europe and particularly the UK are less prominent because, for many shippers, 
sea transport is a more cost-attractive mode to these nearer markets.
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Figure 4.16	 Main	airfreight	export	lanes

Figure 4.17 shows that inbound AF traffic is also busiest on the US and Asian lanes. European and UK 
destinations only come into play for the second and third AF zones, indicating that companies prefer 
the more economic sea mode for shorter journeys.

Figure 4.17	 Main	airfreight	import	lanes

The survey sought to quantify the volumes of air freight exported to the three main AF zones for each 
respondent, and Table 4.3 presents a sample of findings.
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Table 4.3	 Sample	of	findings	in	relation	to	volumes	of	airfreight	exported	to	the	three	main	airfreight	
zones

Zone1 Tonnes
% Air 

Trucked Zone2 Tonnes
% Air 

Trucked Zone3 Tonnes
% Air 

Trucked

US 30 	 Europe 20 	 ROW 5 	

Australia 1.5 33% Dubai 1 50% US 0.5 50%

US 200 80% Asia	Pacific 187 0% Eurasia 100 0%

China 31 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Asia 110 72% South	America 70 60% Europe 20 0%

Japan 500 95% USA 240 	 ASIA 225 	

US 5 dk East	Asia 5 dk 	 	 	

UK 2 0% Hong	Kong 1 0% US 1 0%

South	
America

	 0% N.	Africa 	 0% South	East	
Asia

	 	

Asia 	 	 Middle	East 	 	 	 	 	

N	America 	 5% EAST	Asia 	 5% 	 	 	

Europe 1 0% USA 1 0% East	Asia 1 0%

East	Asia 	 	 South	Asia 	 	 	 	 	

North	
America

180 20% Middle	East 20 20% South	Asia 80 100%

Europe 7 20% Japan 1 100% N	America 2 50%

N	America 	 	 Europe 	 	 Asia 	 	

Asia 	 	 Australia	&	NZ 	 	 South	
America

	 	

USA 	 	 Middle	East	&	
Africa

	 	 Asia	Pacific 	 	

Europe 50 25% Middle	East 10 25% Asia 10 75%

Middle	East 	 100% Australia 	 100% USA 	 100%

N	America 95 	 East	Asia 19 	 	 	 	

N	America 700 0% South	Asia 300 10% 	 	 	

Middle	East 140 0% Europe 	 	 UK 	 	

East	Asia 	 	 South	Asia 	 	 Middle	
East

	 	

North	
America

1 100% middle 1 ? 	 	 	

USA 400 100% China 0 	 Dubai 22.8 100%

North	
America

1044 58% Europe	(Hol-
land)

537 0% Japan 86 100%

N	America 	 	 Asia 	 	 	 	 	

Aust/NZ/
Japan

60 100% USA 	 	 	 	 	

South	Asia 	 	 US 	 	 East	Asia 	 	

UK 	 0% 	 	 	 	 	 	

N	America 10 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

South	Asia 11 100% USA 1 100% 	 	 	

Canada 250 90% Australia 150 100% Saudi	
Arabia

50 0%

US 500 20% East	Asia 200 100% 	 20 0%

North	
America

615 0% Europe 205 0% Australia,	
NZ	&	Africa

9.3 0

Middle	East 125 100% South	Asia 100 100% USA 25 100%

UK 30 80% 	 	 	 	 	 	

Japan 3200 100% USA 1500 40% Pacific	Rim 1500 100%

North	
America

15 100% East	Asia 2 100% UK 1.5 100%

Apart from the reticence of respondents on matters quantitative (as indicated by the number of 
blanks in the table) the principal observation from this table must be the evident severity of the air-
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trucking ‘leakage’ to overseas hubs. This was already described in the report as inevitable because 
of the limited connectivity from Irish airports due to the small size of the Irish market, but the survey 
explored if other reasons also contributed to the air trucking decision.

Companies were asked why they used air trucking and their reasons are presented in Table 4.4.

By far the most cited reason is lack of connectivity from Irish airports. But the lure of lower costs is also 
a significant factor in the decision to use overseas hubs for long haul air freight. Lack of capacity, both 
in volume terms and in physical access (door dimensions of cargo holds of scheduled carriers) is also 
cited as is better handling and storage facilities overseas.

Table 4.4	 Reasons	for	air	trucking	to	overseas	hubs

FACTOR

RANK

1 2 3 4

Limited	connectivity	(direct	routes	ex	Ireland)	 20 7 2 1

Lower	costs 5 6 2

Capacity	limitations	in	Ireland 2 1

Better	handling	facilities	overseas 2 4

Other 4 1 1 1

Next the actual usage of Irish airports was explored and Table 4.5 gives a picture of the airports 
favoured by respondents. Dublin is the clear leader and Shannon is well ahead of the others.

Table 4.5	 Usage	of	Irish	airports

AIRPORT

RANK

1 2 3 4 5 6

Dublin	Airport 61% 34% 31% 0% 0% 0%

Shannon	Airport 20% 38% 23% 0% 0% 0%

Cork	Airport 10% 22% 31% 0% 0% 0%

Belfast	International	Airport 6% 0% 8% 50% 0% 0%

Belfast	City	(George	Best)	Airport 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Other 2% 0% 8% 50% 100% 0%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

The survey proceeded to canvass shipper satisfaction with the various Irish airports. Full responses 
were only provided for Dublin and Shannon airports. Figure 4.18 and 4.19 indicate that the top score 
was granted sparingly across the different airport features– international connectivity, warehousing 
and handling facilities, presence of integrator express services, availability of common user terminals 
and road feeder networks. Only the “presence of integrators” feature attracted a substantial 
percentage of top scores.

“Nobody is marketing the Irish airports services.”
— Multinational 

pharmaceutical 
company
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Figure 4.18	 Satisfaction	with	Dublin	Airport

Figure 4.19	 Satisfaction	with	Shannon	Airport

The survey sought to determine what were the future plans of companies in terms of Irish airport usage. 
Figure 4.20 shows that, of the Irish airports, only Dublin Airport attracted a reasonable percentage of 
respondents planning to increase usage; much fewer foresaw an increased use of Shannon Airport. 
What was disquieting was the expected increase in usage of air trucking to Britain and other European 
hubs.

Figure 4.20	 Planned	use	of	Irish,	British	or	other	European	Airports
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The survey investigated the employment of freight forwarders (FFs) by Irish shippers. Table 4.6 ranks 
the principal agents used by the 54 respondents. All FF companies in the top 10 identified were 
foreign-owned multinationals.

Table 4.6	 Freight	forwarders	ranked	by	volume	of	business

COMPANY

RANK

1 2 3 4 5

DHL 16% 26% 13% 13% 25%

DB	Schenker 12% 3% 4% 13% 0%

Kuehne	&	Nagel 9% 17% 4% 13% 0%

Expeditors 9% 11% 17% 0% 25%

Kintetsu	(KWE) 7% 3% 0% 0% 0%

UPS 7% 11% 4% 13% 0%

CEVA 5% 0% 8% 0% 0%

DSV 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Geodis	Ireland 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Fedex 2% 3% 13% 25% 0%

Others 23% 26% 38% 25% 50%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Companies were asked what criteria they applied when selecting freight forwarders. Table 4.7 ranks 
the main concerns of the shippers in their relationship with freight forwarders. Cost is always to the 
fore, but reliability issues in terms of time and safe handling are also prominent considerations.

Table 4.7	 Criteria	for	selecting	freight	forwarders

FACTOR

RANK

1 2 3 4 5

Cost 32% 22% 42% 6% 0%

Safe	handling 20% 10% 13% 24% 14%

Transit	time 12% 24% 8% 29% 0%

GDP	incl.	temperature	control 6% 0% 4% 0% 0%

Reliability 18% 28% 13% 0% 0%

Other 12% 16% 21% 41% 86%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

The survey enquired if shipping companies audited the services of their freight forwarders. Figure 
4.21 shows that sixty percent of the respondents replied positively.

Figure 4.21	 Number	of	companies	who	carry	out	freight	forwarder	audits

The increasing range of FF certifications that shippers look for in their RFQs (requests for quotations) 
is indicated in Table 4.8 which notes the number of shippers against each requirement.

No 40%Yes 60%
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Table 4.8	 Planned	requirements	in	RFQs	to	freight	forwarders

FACTOR

RANK

1 2

AEO	certification 4 4

GDP 1

IMB	certification 1

ISO	certification 1

Cost	reduction 2 1

4PL	solution	 1 1

Consolidation	links	to	pan	European	service	providers 1

Other 1

AEO and ISO are a given in today’s logistics environment and the certificates are displayed in most FF 
lobbies. In the BioPharma sector which is stringently regulated by the Irish Medicines Board (IMB) and 
by the FDA for exports to the US, GDP certification is also becoming a minimum requirement.

At the end of this section on Irish AF services the survey offered shippers a chance to rank a list of 
proposals that would improve the quality of these services. Table 4.9 shows that the overwhelming 
demand was for improved connectivity from Irish airports. Time-definite service also scored well as 
did US cargo pre-clearance.

Table 4.9 	 Ranking	of	improvements	needed	in	Irish	airfreight	services

FACTOR

RANK

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

New	direct	air	
services	to	par-
ticular	markets

21 4 1 1 1

Time-definite	
service

6 3 4 2 1 2 2 2 1

Reduced	delays	
at	Irish	airports

2 3 1 4 2 1 1

Improved	storage	
and	handling	
facilities

3 7 4 5 1 1

Security	of	con-
signments

2 1 2 2 1 3 3 1

Tracking	of		
shipments

1 8 4 3 4 2 1

US	Cargo	Pre-
clearance	facility	
at	Irish	Airports

6 7 5 1 2 1 1 1

Seamless	logistics 2 2 6 3 1 2 2 1 1

Other	 1 3 1 1 1
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4.4 Shannon Airport 

A key goal of the survey was to determine companies’ views on the future prospects of Shannon 
Airport as an air freight hub. To maximise feedback on the Shannon Airport proposals — provision of 
a US cargo preclearance facility and development of a world-class cargo terminal — TMA augmented 
the target group of the first online questionnaire with a second group of US manufacturing companies 
for whom these proposals would be particularly relevant. The support of the American Chamber of 
Commerce Ireland in facilitating this second survey is gratefully acknowledged.

First it determined the fraction of Shannon Airport users and Figure 4.22 indicates that the respondents 
broke down roughly half Shannon users and half not Shannon-users. Of the Shannon-using cohort, 
forty percent used it as their major airport (including eight percent for whom it was the only airport 
used) with Dublin Airport playing a supplementary role; for the other sixty percent of Shannon users 
Dublin Airport was the primary airport used.

Figure 4.22	 Number	of	respondents	who	used	Shannon	Airport	in	the	past	5	years

The companies were asked to score the perceived benefits accruing from the provision of a US cargo 
preclearance facility at Shannon. Preclearance was broken into three dimensions, Customs, Security 
and FDA preclearance. Figure 4.23 gives the responses. In all three cases the “substantial advantage” 
cohort strongly outweighs the “no appreciable advantage” percentage, particularly so in the cases 
of FDA and Security preclearance; when the “some advantage” fraction is added to the “substantial 
advantage” cohort, the advantage-perceiving portion grows to double the other. However, there 
were significant non-responding cohorts for each of the three dimensions, and, if these were added 
to the “no appreciable advantage” camp, the advantage-perceiving portion would revert from two-
thirds to one half. 

The findings must also be considered in the light of the regional location and existing usage of Shannon 
by the respondents, and, critically, in the light of their activity in the US market (US cargo preclearance 
will be of no interest to shippers who don’t sell into America). In the case of FDA preclearance, this will 
only be of interest to shippers working in the Life Sciences sector or involved in radiation-emitting 
ICT products.

Figure 4.23	 Perceived	benefits	of	US	cargo	pre-clearance	at	Shannon	Airport

The companies were then asked if upgrading Shannon Airport to a world-class cargo hub would 
benefit their organisation. Figure 4.24 shows that the responses bore a strikingly similar pattern to 
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those for the foregoing preclearance question. Again some of the caveats raised above apply, viz the 
significant non-response to this question, and the location of respondents vis a vis interest in and 
usage of Shannon Airport. However the other caveats re specific activity in the US market or in the Life 
Sciences sector are not as critical for this question.

Figure 4.24	 Perceive	benefits	of	a	World	Class	Cargo	Hub	at	Shannon

4.5 Impact of the Environment on Shipper Organisations

Another special topic targeted by the survey was the perceived impact on shipper organisations’ 
businesses from growing global environmental concerns. Figure 4.25 presents the views of the 
respondents. Twenty-two percent of responding companies foresaw a substantial impact on logistics 
decisions and over half saw a moderate impact. However, as many as twenty-seven percent of 
companies thought there would be no environmental impact on logistics.

Figure 4.25	 Impact	of	Environmental	Concerns	on	Logistics	Decision	Making

The topic was further explored in terms of the companies’ expectation of future costs or problems 
arising out of environment-driven regulations and Figure 4.26 shows a fairly even split between the 
yes and no camps.

Figure 4.26	 Will	Environmental	Concerns	pose	additional	costs?
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The yes sayers were invited to give a further insight into the environmental impacts and Figure 
4.27 lists the impacts adduced ranging from extra fuel tax costs to pressure to eliminate offending 
packaging. Five companies perceived a good corporate citizens duty to behave in an environmentally 
friendly fashion. A few envisaged growing pressures to re-appraise their choice of transport mode.

Figure 4.27	 How	companies	see	environmental	impacts
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Pallet materials
changes    9%
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5. Findings of interviews 
with companies

5.1 Companies’ reasons for using air freight

The multiple interviews with the shippers revealed that, while many high value product manufacturers 
are deploying AF as one of their logistics solutions, it plays at various levels of significance in their 
logistics strategies. 

For some companies AF is the clear option. They exploit the speed benefit of the AF mode of transport in 
the context of a very lean, JIT-type supply chain strategy which they have adopted because their product 
is so high-value that overall corporate production costs are significantly impacted by inventory carrying 
costs. A corollary of this JIT strategy decision is that their production lines across global sites are running 
a fine line between optimum inventory efficiencies and material stock-outs, and they depend critically 
on the time-definite promise of AF. So, for these companies, both speed and time-definite delivery are 
key weapons in their logistics armoury.

For other companies the high cost of this cargo transport mode is barely sustainable and their embrace 
of AF is much more tentative. In fact there were no interviewee companies that did not express some 
concerns about the cost of AF — the classic case was Biopharma companies who were facing sharp 
profit retrenchment as patents expired on major products. Many such companies have explained that 
their strategy is to deploy sea transport as the regular logistics solution and only use AF in ‘emergency’ 
situations where affiliate production lines are threatened or where ad hoc market opportunities arise. 
Some companies specialise in the business of servicing ‘emergency’ situations such as delivering spare 
parts to critical operation sites by AF but our interviews did not come across any instances of this. 

5.2 Carrier/Airports Services

The current decline in Irish AF services activity was a constant theme running through the interviews. This 
was most noticeable when Shannon was being discussed but it also applied to Dublin Airport. Several 
interviewees mentioned the halcyon days when Singapore Airlines Cargo operated a direct B747-400F 
freighter service from Dublin to Asia and the Middle East three times a week back in the mid 2000s, 
only to be pulled when key ICT manufacturing companies moved their production sites out of Ireland. 
Cargolux also cancelled a freighter service to Ireland, so that now the only all-cargo scheduled service 
is a once weekly Saturday visit by Air France on its way from Chicago to Paris. Some freight forwarder 
(FFs) interviewees said that shippers were partly to blame for driving out freighter services because of 
their unrealistic Requests for Quotation. While scheduled freighters have been drastically cut back there 
are instances of contract freighters being brought in by Irish FFs to cater for ad hoc transport projects.

But, apart from Air France and the major integrator courier services, the predominant cargo carriers out 
of Irish airports are the scheduled passenger airlines with all the limitations that this implies, including 
prioritising passenger preferences and limited belly hold capacity. Passenger priority is most apparent 
in the scheduling where seasonal services offered on some routes are clearly not in the interests of cargo 
exporters.
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A ray of sunshine has come from the East with the expanded passenger services by Etihad Airways and 
more recently Emirates Airlines. Ironically these have benefited from the surge in emigration of Irish 
people seeking work in Australian cities. The passenger preclearance facility at Dublin Airport may 
also be a draw for westward traffic on these airlines. FF interviewees indicated that both carriers have 
established a good reputation for customer relations in AF services.

An important benefit of the new UAE carrier services to the Middle East and onward to East Asia is the 
fillip this AF service is giving the Irish fishing industry. Both chilled fresh fish and live shell-fish have 
been winning growing markets in these two global zones. Up to now it was a hugely daunting timing 
challenge to manage harvesting in the afternoon, processing in the evening and truck-hauling through 
the night to an overseas hub. FF interviewees are becoming very bullish about the prospects for Irish fish 
exports, some saying that, with proper organisation, the sector could easily support a regular freighter 
service out of Shannon or Dublin.

While the UAE carriers have partially filled the gap in the need for a direct route from Ireland to Asia, 
another key AF lane remains unfilled, viz a direct connection to the west coast of America. Aer Lingus 
was forced to cut its route to Los Angeles back in 2008 when the economic downturn coupled with high 
fuel costs made this service unsustainable. 

5.3 Facilities at Irish Airports

Several interviewees have commented adversely on the run-down state of the cargo handling facilities 
at Dublin Airport, echoing the negative assessment of respondents to the online questionnaire. The 
principal handling operators — Servisair, Aer Lingus Cargo and Worldwide Flight Services Ireland — 
cater for their separate lists of clients. Some of these cargo terminals are now over fifty years old and all 
have suffered from lack of investment down the years. There have been some false dawns including new 
common terminal facilities being mooted for relocation on a nearby East Dublin site.

Freight forwarders have emphasised how high the bar has been raised by state-of-the-art cargo 
terminals such as the Cathay Pacific Cargo Terminal at Hong Kong International Airport and the Dnata 
Cargo Terminal at Dubai Airport and cite features such as:

■■ a fully mechanised buffering area to allow a seamless, just-in-time operation run in cooperation 
with ramp-handling

■■ multiple airside interfaces and separate lanes for import and export operations

■■ reduced cut-off time to shippers and freight forwarders for pre-packed export deliveries

■■ a dedicated area where transhipment cargo can be immediately re-sorted according to its 
onward destination

■■ imported perishable cargo can be delivered to the consignee immediately after being towed to 
the cargo terminal from the aircraft.

Some interviewees have pointed out that salt is rubbed in the wound because the Irish cargo handling 
rates work out well in excess of those obtaining on the Continent and in the US. 

5.4 Cold Chain

Both Shipper and FF interviewees confirm that the logistics requirements for BioPharma products are 
becoming much more sophisticated. As was already mentioned in Chapter 2 pressure is coming from 
international health regulatory bodies including the EU Health and Consumers Directorate-General 
which is presently revising its guidelines on its Good Distribution Practice of Medicinal Products for 
Human Use. But companies explained that pressure is also coming from within the industry because 
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broken cold chains can mean a significant cost in terms of damage to product integrity, reduced 
effectiveness and shorter shelf life.

The cold chain has to be maintained both during product storage and in transit. The expensive 
technology solutions required to actively effect and monitor/validate temperature compliance are 
placing substantial investment burdens on key AF stakeholders including the shippers, freight forwarders 
and cargo storage operators, and interviewees are most anxious that stakeholders work together to 
minimise the costs and maximise the effectiveness.

At present cold chain facilities in Ireland are very limited and interviewees indicate that substantial 
businesses will be lost as a result. They urge that the cargo handlers at an airport should be encouraged 
to come together to provide a common, world-class cold chain facility. Moreover, they contend that it 
would also be in the carriers’ interest and they too should help fund the facilities. Interviewees have 
remarked on the increasing leadership role that the BioPharma sector plays in Irish exports to the benefit 
of both central and regional economies and conclude that public authorities should also ‘put some skin 
in the game.’

5.5 Air trucking

The concept of air trucking was mentioned in previous chapters and refers to situations where goods 
arrive at an Irish airport but then are trucked under an Irish air waybill to another airport (mainly overseas) 
from where they are flown to their eventual destination. As mentioned previously, the CASS figures for 
Ireland include goods that have flown from an Irish airport and goods that are air trucked to an overseas 
airport (usually Heathrow or Manchester) under an Irish air waybill.

Awareness of air trucking varied considerably among the exporters surveyed; air freight service 
providers, on the other hand, were very familiar with the practice though few were able to state with 
any degree of confidence what percentage of goods arriving at an Irish airport was then air trucked to 
an overseas airport.

Air trucking was not a major discussion point in the interviews with exporters; their main pre-occupation 
was to ensure that their goods arrived at the customer’s destination at the right time, in good condition 
and at the price agreed with the freight forwarder. Some exporters, even major multinational companies, 
were not able to indicate what airports/carriers were used to airfreight their products to export markets. 
The exporters in the life sciences sector, however, with their eye on the future deepening involvement 
of regulatory agencies in the distribution of pharmaceutical products, indicated that they are taking a 
greater interest in the airfreight routing of their products so as to ensure that the airports/carriers used 
had the requisite facilities for storing/handling/transporting their goods.

“The big global freight forwarders have contracted large 
corporate volumes with their carriers, so these have 
to be fed; hence they will suck in air freight from the 
neighbouring island.”

— Multinational 
freight forwarder

Some exporters were aware that the major freight forwarders had hubs in other countries and that Irish 
goods were trucked to these hubs for consolidation to export markets; the perception among those 
interviewed was that the use of these overseas hubs allowed freight forwarders to offer them better 
rates.
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5.6 MNC supply chain centralisation

Interviews with supply chain managers in multinational companies indicate a trend towards the 
centralisation of logistics policy at a HQ level. This mainly expressed itself in the selection of a preferred 
list of freight forwarders — who themselves are multinational companies — that their Irish subsidiaries 
were required to use. This had the impact of reducing the scope of small and medium sized Irish freight 
forwarders to quote for the supply of airfreight services. As one respondent noted: I would have to 
advance a very strong argument for using a freight forwarder who was not on the preferred list.

Though all of the multinational freight forwarders have bases in Ireland their main distribution hubs are 
overseas; the programme of interviews indicate that a major outcome of the HQ centralisation of supply 
chain management within MNCs is the transport of goods from their Irish subsidiaries by road/sea to 
these international hubs and hence the bypassing of Irish airports.

5.7 US cargo pre-clearance at Irish airports

The interviewees were questioned on the potential benefits of having US cargo pre-clearance facilities 
at Irish airports and particularly at Shannon. The cargo pre-clearance proposal comprised both Customs 
& Security and FDA dimensions. 

The life science companies interviewed cited as an advantages of having FDA pre-clearance that this 
would give them greater confidence in advising export customers of the exact arrival date of their orders. 
They believed that other pre-clearance facilities such as customs were of marginal significance — a view 
also shared by respondents in other sectors and by freight forwarders. There was general agreement 
though that the presence of a combined suite of customs and FDA pre-clearance facilities at Shannon 
would offer considerable benefits and cost savings. This then led to questions on the possible costs to 
industry of having these US facilities located in Shannon and on the time-scales for their introduction.

Exporters believed that FDA pre-clearance would be a ‘game changer’ to spark the interest of the 
BioPharma sector which is a prominent cohort of the Irish air-exporting community and ships a large 
proportion of its output to the US. Interviewees in this sector could certainly identify tangible benefits in 
the FDA proposal. In particular, it would greatly improve communication lines with the US inspectorate. 
Shippers pointed out that the name of the game is delay elimination and FFs agreed that proximity 
could expedite problem resolution.

Some FFs saw an even larger picture. FDA pre-clearance could be the beacon to make Shannon 
an international gateway for European BioPharma companies exporting to the US. They believed 
that European Healthcare companies would be as excited as their Irish counterparts to avail of the 
pre-clearance facility on this side of the Atlantic, and, crucially, they also felt that the FDA would be 
comfortable with the respected regulatory healthcare standards across Europe.

“So it is essential you get US to agree to origin-Europe 
cargo, not just origin-Ireland.”

— Multinational 
freight forwarder

A few shippers were more circumspect about the proposal. While they recognised the advantages of 
having the FDA pre-clearance carried out close to home they were concerned that they might have to 
shoulder some of the costs involved in setting up the facility in Ireland.

One doubter contended that the salient relationship is that between the FDA inspectorate and the 
importer, not the shipper. He felt that when FDA come across some anomaly, say a mislabelling, their 
instinct is to dialogue with the importing party (i.e. the consignee) and challenge them: why are you 
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bringing this potentially harmful product into the country? He did not believe the FDA would be 
agreeable to such a shift in mindset.

Some shippers were happy enough with the existing system, explaining that it is only on the occasions 
when a new product is introduced that they (through the consignee) might expect any ‘hassle’ from the 
stateside FDA inspectors who are naturally wary of any unfamiliar products. 

Proponents of the cargo pre-clearance proposal draw attention to the successful relationship Shannon 
has already built up with the US Customs and Border Protection (CBT) department from its passenger 
pre-clearance operation which dates back to the initial immigration checking arrangements established 
in 1989 and graduated to full pre-clearance including customs and agriculture pre-inspections in 2009. 
They thought that a good diplomatic approach would be for Shannon to invite the CBT to carry out a 
pilot test with a skeleton staff to test the water in terms of market appetite and iron out any glitches.

5.8 Shannon Airport

The downsizing of AF services following the outsourcing decision by large local MNC manufacturers 
such as Dell and the decline in passenger numbers through Shannon Airport have dealt severe blows to 
industry all along the Western corridor.

Shannon has also to deal with the double-edged sword of the improved Irish road infrastructure which 
greatly speeds up the journey time between east and west coasts of Ireland so that shippers may choose 
to travel either way to access their airport of choice.

Several exporter and freight forwarder interviewees remarked on the excellent customer service offered 
by Shannon Airport staff to the cargo community. They had a proud history in aviation and had built up 
considerable expertise in servicing clients. It was always evident that they greatly valued the business 
of local shippers and showed great flexibility and invention in ensuring that their logistics requirements 
were fully met.

“We have always got good support and assistance from 
the cargo people down in Shannon airport. They 
understand our business.”

— Multinational 
medical device 
company

Interviewees were closely monitoring the current changes in Government arrangements for the 
management of Shannon, and, while opinions varied on the future prospects for the organisation, all 
hoped that the situation could be turned around. Specifically, on the two major projects to revitalise 
Shannon Airport, viz US cargo pre-clearance and the Lynxs cargo terminal, our interviews found that both 
had many more proponents than sceptics. Biopharma companies in particular saw real benefits from the 
prospects of FDA audits this side of the Atlantic, and several FFs believed that cargo preclearance would 
prove a beacon for European Pharma producers to use the Shannon gateway. The Lynxs upgrade project 
was seen by approving interviewees in the context of developing a vibrant international cargo hub but 
there were also sceptical interviewees who argued that such a hub needs to be located in the heartland 
of a great industrial region, be that national or continental, where the spoke transport could be effected 
by road haulage alone (and not road cum sea) as an alternative to short haul air transport.

5.9 Integrators

Integrators (aka integrated express carriers, or couriers) have traditionally focussed on the express 
delivery of documents and parcels, and provide time-definite, door-to-door delivery using their 
integrated transport resources covering road, sea and air transport. 
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The four largest global integrators — Fedex, UPS, DHL and TNT — all operate the hub and spoke model 
pioneered by Fedex founder, Fred Smith. They tend to work in a “parallel world” to that of the passenger 
network infrastructure, selecting and developing separate minor airports; this means less congestion 
and also avoids curfews preventing night-time flights. 

Fedex have developed a global SuperHub in Memphis and a European hub at Charles de Gaulle Airport. 
DHL operate their European hub in Leipzig (having moved from Brussels in 2008) while DHL Air UK is 
based at East Midlands Airport. TNT operate a hub at Liege Airport where activity quadrupled over the 
last decade to reach 675,000 tonnes in 2011. UPS have their hub in Cologne-Bonn (Fedex also have a 
minor hub here) and also use Stansted in the UK.

The topic of whether the integrators are competing and winning against traditional carriers is constantly 
debated in the trade journals and by researchers (see an insightful discussion in “Competing for Air 
Cargo” by Willem Jan-Zondag at http://www.fapaa.org/pdf/News/Jun06_CompetingforAirCargoThesis.
pdf). Chapter 2 discussed the fusion of service levels due to the integrators forcing the traditional carriers 
to up their game. In turn, integrators are moving more and more into the ‘heavy cargo’ market — “from 
docs to box”. In the US they now serve over 80% of the domestic cargo market. 

Our interviewees generally felt that encroachment has been much less rapid in European countries, 
though our Northern Ireland interviewees informed us that integrators play a dominant role in air cargo 
transport in Northern Ireland.

To quantify the role of the integrators in the Irish AF market we examined the Eurostat data for air freight 
volumes to and from the four integrator hubs out of the island of Ireland:

■■ Liege

■■ Koln-Bonn

■■ Stansted

■■ East Midlands.

Table 5.1	 Eurostat	data	for	air	freight	volumes	(tonnes)	to	and	from	the	four	integrator	hubs	out	of	
Dublin	and	Shannon	airports,	2010

For year 2010: Tonnes

Dublin	Total	(Imports	+Exports)	to	these	4	Hubs	 42,375

Shannon	Total 13,026

Grand	Total	(Dublin+Shannon) 55,401

Source:	Eurostat

The IEA Trade and Transport Analysis 2011 report (p. 25–26) gives the total air freight (including integrator 
express freight) for the Republic of Ireland (ROI) as 112,351 tonnes. 

Thus, at a gross level, the integrators’ share is 55,401/112,351 or 50%.

However, our interviews with General Sales Agents (GSAs) who deal with the integrators to promote a 
wholesale market for spare capacity in the integrator aircraft, informed us that this wholesaled ‘heavy 
freight’ component was of the order of 20% of total integrator freight flown. Thus, we can assume that the 
55,401 tonnes of traffic between Dublin+Shannon and the four integrator hubs in 2010 contains 44,000 
tonnes traditional integrator ‘parcels’ and 11,000 tonnes of heavy freight. Subtracting the 44,000 tonnes 
for ‘parcels’ from the total ROI 112,351 tonnes gives 68,351 tonnes heavy freight. Thus the integrators are 
responsible for 11,000/68,351 or 16% of the net heavy freight traffic.

http://www.fapaa.org/pdf/News/Jun06_CompetingforAirCargoThesis.pdf
http://www.fapaa.org/pdf/News/Jun06_CompetingforAirCargoThesis.pdf
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We also examined the Eurostat database for air freight volumes from Belfast International to the 4 
Integrator hubs.

Table 5.2	 Eurostat	data	on	air	freight	volumes	(tonnes)	from	Belfast	International	to	the	4	Integrator	
hubs,	2010

For year 2010: Tonnes

Belfast	Total	(Imports	+Exports)	to	these	4	Hubs 42,779	

Total	NI	air	freight	(CAA	statistics) 44,034

Source:	Eurostat

Clearly the integrators are responsible for virtually all of the air freight flown from Northern Ireland 
whether or not we consider only ‘heavy freight’.

The above analyses have not separated out the ‘Mail’ component from the Eurostat and CAA figures.

5.10 Northern Ireland

A number of interviews were conducted with companies and intermediaries in Northern Ireland. Issues 
arising from these interviews are summarised below:

■■ The increasingly important role of the integrators: The NI interviews indicated that the 
integrators appear to have a notably stronger role in Northern Ireland compared to the general 
pattern in Ireland; in fact, the integrators are perceived to have a dominant role in the market. 
This trend is likely to continue into the future, especially as decision-making in supply chain and 
logistics becomes more centralised;

■■ The significance of airfreighted imports: Respondents highlighted the need for speedier 
preclearance of goods coming in through Dublin Airport. Their experience, or their perception 
at least, is that goods are not moving quickly and easily enough through Dublin. Whatever the 
reality, this is definitely an inhibitor in terms of using Irish airports for incoming materials. This 
perception also appears to apply to seafreighted inputs coming through Southern ports;

■■ Role of ICT/EDI: The NI companies stressed the role of ICT/EDI in assisting in all types of clearance 
— customs and otherwise. Their perception was that ICT is transforming the way business is 
done in most areas of transportation and the supply chain;

■■ Expert FDA Clearance agent: One of the firms interviewed uses an Expert FDA Clearance agent 
when exporting its products to the US (most of which are seafreighted but with a significant 
proportion in the form of air cargo). Having access to this type of advice and assistance would 
seem a prerequisite for any preclearance facility in Shannon or any other Irish airport. Attracting 
one or more such agents would be an important action based on our research of the NI 
experience.

5.11 Summary of interviewees’ air freight service wish-list

Many shipper interviewees explained that they would be very happy to give more cargo business to Irish 
airports if they could obtain satisfactory service. Even those MNC shippers who were taking direction 
from logistics management at HQ would be willing to make a case for more local AF transactions but 
they needed changes to the present situation.

Top of the list was the need for direct connectivity. As was to be expected shipper interviewees all 
wished for a direct, frequently serviced airfreight route to their own main market zones. To try to design 
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a rational solution to satisfy these varied destination needs one has to first plan at the meta-destination 
or continental hub level. It is apparent from the interviews that the salient gaps are a direct air cargo link 
to Asia and to the West Coast of the US.

While connectivity was the paramount wish, it was understood that this must come at an economic 
cost. The difference in interpretation of this ‘economic cost’ between AF service users and suppliers has 
been the bane of the Irish AF marketplace which operates against a backdrop of opportunistic marginal 
costing by passenger airlines, particularly by carriers in overseas hubs.

The third most recurring item on interviewees’ wish lists was the provision of time-definite AF services or 
“fly as booked” to use the trade vernacular. Interviewees cited examples of being greatly inconvenienced 
by “avoidable delays” at Irish airports. Cargo transport scheduled in passenger aircraft is always exposed 
to disappointment from a sudden rush in passenger bookings.

As regards delays due to customs checks, several interviewees questioned the value of investing in effort 
and training to achieve ‘known shipper’ status when it didn’t really seem to expedite the passage of 
cargo through these border inspections. They welcomed the recent agreement between the US and the 
EU regarding mutual recognition of each other’s air cargo security regime from June 2012 and hoped it 
would eliminate duplication of security controls.

For Biopharma exporters to the US, the prospect of extended hold-ups at the FDA inspection facility in the 
US destination airport was a constant source of concern and their wish was for a better communication 
system between the involved parties including the FDA inspector, the consignee’s importing agent and 
the shipper’s FF agent. It was felt that pre-clearance at Shannon would boost these communication 
lines, in addition to making inspection more streamlined in general because of the small traffic vis-à-vis 
the churn at busy US airports.

“FDA on this side would mean ‘you’d get the bad news 
quicker.’”

— Multinational 
medical device 
company

Many Biopharma companies expressed the hope that Irish AF services and facilities would be quickly 
upgraded to take account of the new GDP guidelines. This should include addressing the imminent 
challenge of guaranteeing cold chain services.

Companies across all sectors stressed their concern that the potential sale of the Government’s stake in 
Aer Lingus should not jeopardise the company’s continuing provision of cargo services, particularly on 
the North Atlantic route.
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6. Discussion

This chapter focuses on a discussion of the study findings in relation to the key objectives of this IEA study, 
attracting new carriers into the Irish market and building the case for US customs/FDA pre-clearance.

6.1 Attracting carriers into the Irish market

The CSO data on airfreight export and import tonnages presented in Chapter 2 indicate that the demand 
for this mode of transport has been in decline for over a decade — even though the CASS dataset shows 
a small rise in the volume of goods moved under an Irish AWB during the period 2010–2011.

A number of reasons have been put forward for this shift away from airfreight and include the changing 
profile of Ireland’s business sector (and particularly the shift from manufacturing to internationally 
traded services).

However, as revealed in the survey, for some companies airfreight is their preferred mode of transport 
because they produce high-value items for which there is a requirement for quick access to export 
markets.

A particular challenge for the providers of air freight services in Ireland is proximity to major international 
air hubs such as Heathrow and, to a lesser extent, Manchester. The large number of airlines operating 
out of these hubs, their international connectivity and the frequency of their schedules means that Irish-
based exporters can obtain lower rates by routing their freight through these locations.

Thus, from the perspective of potential new carriers looking at opportunities in the Irish AF market, a 
critical issue to be considered is the existing market dynamics featuring cargo uplifted directly out of 
Irish airports and cargo air trucked to overseas hubs in Britain and on the Continent.

Figure 6.1 is a simple schematic depicting the dynamics of the Irish air freight market. The wider circle A 
represents the entire air cargo quantity shipped by Irish exporters. The inner circle B depicts the subset of 
this cargo that goes to destinations that are currently serviced by direct flights out of Ireland. The yellow 
sector within circle B represents the cargo of shippers/freight forwarders who decline the available 
direct air freight connections out of Ireland in favour of the cheaper logistics solution of air trucking to an 
overseas hub, while the green sector denotes the cargo directly flown out of Irish airports (by shippers/ 
freight forwarders who presumably set a premium on the time advantage and/or the decreased ‘touch 
points’ afforded by direct routing). The brown area (the area of Circle A outside of Circle B) denotes 
the cargo air trucked overseas from Ireland because there are simply no direct connections from Irish 
airports. The new carriers and their Irish suitors should be clear which of these cargo segments they are 
targeting.

Figure 6.1	 Dynamics	of	the	Irish	air	freight	market

Time 
criticalGreater 

capacity

Lower
cost Less
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Represents cargo that is air trucked overseas from Ireland because 
there are no direct connections from Irish airports
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The current mix of Irish AF services comprises belly-hold cargo transport in scheduled airlines, all-cargo 
freighter services, and spare ‘heavy freight’ capacity in express integrator planes. 

The principal share of air freight flown directly out of Irish airports is transported by scheduled airlines 
as belly-hold cargo. A consequence of this fact is that the provision of cargo service is secondary to the 
servicing of passenger traffic. This has led to reductions in cargo capacity during the winter months and 
to closures of some long-haul routes such as that to the US West Coast. 

On the positive side, new passenger traffic opportunities (outward passengers emigrating/travelling to 
Australia/New Zealand and inward passengers availing of the opportunity to pre-clear US customs en 
route to the US) have attracted new carriers such as Etihad Airways and, more latterly, Emirates Airlines 
into the Irish market. These new entrants have brought appreciable benefits for exporters, particularly 
through the recent introduction by Emirates of planes with enhanced cargo capacity on the Dublin-
Dubai route. Trade sources have mooted the possibility of Air China opening up a direct China-Ireland 
service on foot of the proposed Chinese trading hub initiative in Athlone. There has also been talk that, 
in 2011, Air India were looking at the possibility of using Dublin as a stopover for a US destination.

Not all companies exporting to countries with which there is a direct passenger service from Ireland can 
take advantage of the belly-hold capacity. A number of interviewees indicated that the dimensions of 
their products were such that they required a large wide-bodied plane with upper deck cargo capacity.

There is now only one all-freight carrier service in Ireland. Air France provides a once weekly, scheduled 
freighter service operating between Chicago-Dublin-Paris. Trade sources emphasise that the economic 
provision of a freighter service is heavily dependent on being able to source sufficient cargo business on 
both the inbound and outbound flights.

Singapore Airlines had operated a scheduled freighter service between Singapore and Ireland for eleven 
years, but pulled out in 2008 citing changes in the industrial and trading landscape. In recent times, a 
number of airlines have run the rule over both Dublin and Shannon in relation to providing a dedicated 
airfreight cargo service. Industry sources speculate that the new Intel FAB plant at Leixlip may generate 
a requirement for such a service. Shannon Airport may be in a position to benefit from this opportunity 
because of its advantages to freighters including its long runway and not being subject to night-time 
flying restrictions. Belfast International has similar night-time advantages but does not appear to be in 
a market or financial position to consider a major shift in its current, largely integrator-based, services 
provision.

While exporting companies might themselves be open to the possibilities of direct freighter connections 
from Ireland to overseas markets, they must also have regard to the advice provided by their freight 
forwarders (with whom they have contractual obligations) on the most economic route to transport their 
goods, and hence on carrier selection. Additionally, interviewees have pointed out that in a considerable 
number of cases it is the consignee who is responsible for carrier selection

A number of the multinational companies interviewed have indicated that they have chartered cargo 
freighters on an ad-hoc basis to transport goods to international destinations; this has typically been in 
response to emergency production or market crises.

As in the case of Northern Ireland, the role of the integrated couriers in the ‘regular’ Irish heavy-freight 
market has been growing steadily due to the success of their GSAs in wholesaling the spare capacity to 
freight forwarders and shippers. In the case of Ireland, they are still a long way behind their dominant 
performance in the US and NI markets, but trade experts foresee an inevitable emulation south of the 
Border of the Northern and transatlantic patterns.

6.2 US cargo pre-clearance

Both the online questionnaire and the qualitative interviews (North and South) have confirmed a strong 
support among both exporters and freight forwarders for the proposed US cargo pre-clearance facility. 
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This support is found across all sectors and regions of the Island of Ireland but is greatly amplified where 
there are strong clusters of global exporters, especially in the life sciences and ICT sectors.

The US pre-clearance proposal comprises (a) Customs & Security and (b) FDA dimensions. The provision 
of just Customs & Security pre-clearance on its own did not attract a high level of enthusiasm as many 
stakeholders felt that the combination of an existing security agreement between the US and the EU 
and the availability of ‘wheels up’ customs clearance meant that there is already a virtual pre-clearance 
in place. 

The ‘game changer’ is the proposal to add FDA pre-clearance. This sparked the interest of the BioPharma 
sector which is a very active cohort of the Irish air-exporting community, shipping a large proportion 
of its output to the US. This sector can identify tangible benefits in the FDA proposal because it would 
greatly improve communication lines with the US inspectorate and substantiate the established concept 
of ‘known shipper’. The elimination of delay is the ultimate objective of good transport logistics and both 
exporters and freight forwarders feel certain that proximity to the FDA inspectorate would expedite 
problem resolution.

The main benefits of the cargo pre-clearance proposal for shippers, airlines and host airport include:

Shipper benefits:

■■ Freight treated as domestic cargo on arrival in the US

■■ Faster receiving process in the US by a factor of ten

■■ AEO and CTPAT mutual recognition from July 2012 means fewer inspections in the US (the rate 
of inspections has been up to 10%)

■■ Clearance before placing perishable products in dry-ice packaging

■■ .COM orders can be checked and cleared to final customer destinations.

Airline benefits:

■■ Increased security measure (all cargo screened and pre-cleared prior to loading)

■■ Greater asset utilisation through speedier landing at domestic airports in the US

■■ New routing opportunities.

Airport benefits

■■ US vetting facility will create additional employment at the airport

■■ 24 hours, 365 day operation will create additional employment opportunities

■■ Increased business from transhipping freight

■■ X-ray facilities for cargo from unknown sources will allow targeting of freight originating outside 
Ireland from Central Europe and beyond — e.g. Middle East, Balkans, Russia.

6.3 Prospects for Shannon airport

The online questionnaire indicated strong support for the two Shannon Airport proposals — the US 
cargo preclearance proposal and the LYNXS™ world-class cargo terminal project — particularly in the 
catchment area of the airport along the western corridor where there are strong concentrations of 
companies in Life Sciences and ICT. 

The face-to-face and phone interviews indicated a general awareness of the current challenges facing 
Shannon Airport coupled with universal goodwill for its success in achieving a turnaround in its fortunes. 
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The recent body blows to the passenger business through Shannon Airport meant that interviewees 
focused on air freight as the main hope for its recovery. 

Respondents discussed the prospects of individual Shannon Airport regeneration projects:

■■ US cargo preclearance

The many benefits of US cargo pre-clearance to an airport have been set out above. 
Specifically in the case of Shannon, supporters of the cargo pre-clearance proposal drew 
attention to the successful relationship Shannon has already built up with the US Customs and 
Border Protection department from its passenger pre-clearance operation.

■■ LYNXS™ Shannon CargoPort™ terminal

In 2007, discussions commenced between the DAA and the Lynxs Group with regard to 
jointly investing in a state-of-the-art cargo terminal facility at the current 60,000 sq. m. cargo 
terminal site. The Lynxs Group is a global airport cargo infrastructure specialist which manages 
CargoPorts™ and related logistics infrastructure at airports in Europe and the US. Lynxs has 
offices in London, Anchorage, Los Angeles, Baltimore, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Fort 
Lauderdale, Sacramento, Frankfurt, San Antonio, Harlingen, Tulsa, Houston, Vienna, and 
Stockholm. 

The planned Shannon CargoPort™ terminal would include aircraft parking, an immediate 
taxiway and access to public roads. Also included are the normal cargo facilities such as heated 
warehouse space with chilled and freezer storage, and car parking. 

It was envisaged that the new cargo terminal development would involve the construction 
under Phase I of a 6,000 sq. m. facility (including 1,000 sq. m. office space) for tenants including 
cargo handlers, integrators, forwarders and other logistics companies. The estimated cost 
for the project is €15m including airside supporting infrastructure with a number of aircraft 
parking stands. Phase II of the project would be undertaken as per demand.

The LYNXS™ proposal has been delayed due to the recent economic downturn and the 
ongoing restructuring of the ownership of Shannon Airport. The proposal has been the 
subject of local and national debate with proponents of the project arguing that it could make 
a huge difference to the Mid West while sceptics contend that successful cargo hubs need to 
be located in industrial heartlands with motorway access to huge markets.

■■ Shannon Airport as a European Hub for US cargo

At least two scenarios have been proposed envisaging Shannon playing a role as a European 
hub for US-bound cargo. One foresaw an opportunity for an integrator to use Shannon as an 
international hub taking advantage of the opportunity for nigh time flights unhindered by 
regulatory constraints imposed on airspace above high urban population densities.

The other saw Shannon as a specialist hub for the Biopharma sector because of the vibrant Life 
Sciences cluster located in the catchment area and company preference for minimum ‘touch 
point’ routing.

But the overwhelming feeling was that the Airport’s best prospects rested on a combination of all these 
individual strategies which reinforced each other and yielded real synergies. Obviously the world class 
cargo terminal was a common underpinning factor and the US cargo preclearance facility would act as 
a beacon in the European hub scenarios. 

A realistic proposition for Shannon must be based on more than the aspiration — “Get	 US	 cargo	
preclearance	 and	 a	 LYNXS	 terminal	 and	 they	 will	 come”. The proposition has to attract shippers in the 
teeth of the very serious low-rates competition from overseas airhubs. Shannon will not have the 
luxury of superabundant passenger traffic, at least in the short term, so the proposition cannot rest on 
‘passenger-subsidised’ belly-hold cargo rates. For scheduled freighters to make any economic sense, 
the proposition must provide for a high load factor throughout the freighter’s work cycle, not just on 
the ‘out of Shannon’ leg. For attracting business on the return leg to Shannon (assuming the freighter 
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operates a bi-directional work cycle), the US cargo preclearance is obviously no longer in play, and the 
relative isolation of Shannon from major European markets poses an added disincentive. All these issues 
have to be addressed in any feasible Shannon revival plan.

Thus, some interviewees go much further, suggesting that, despite the above synergistic projects of 
cargo preclearance and the LYNXS™ terminal, Shannon also needs a concerted package of government 
supports to kick-start its recovery. Proposals have included enhanced incentive schemes for air freight 
carriers and favourable tax treatment for logistics companies to set up in the Shannon Region and for 
European BioPharma companies to establish manufacturing/distribution operations in Shannon to 
benefit from the proposed FDA preclearance facilities.

There was a feeling that one organisation representing all the major stakeholders should be responsible 
for the development and implementation of these strategies.

6.4 Air freight policy

Shippers and transport intermediaries in Ireland indicated that they were not aware of any national air 
freight policy. They asserted that such a policy was important given Ireland’s peripheral location (“an 
island off an island off Europe”), the critical nature of our trading relationships with the US, Europe 
and the Far East and the presence of high value manufacturing sectors in Ireland such as pharma and 
medical devices where speed to market was essential.

The arrival into the Irish market of Etihad Airways and Emirates Airlines notwithstanding, respondents 
stressed the need for Government action to attract new carriers into Irish airports and enhance 
Ireland’s connectivity with major trading partner countries. They believed that this would increase 
the level of competition in the air freight sector and advocated that this could be achieved through a 
combination of incentives and reduced airport charges. The intermediaries indicated that new carriers 
could reduce the tonnage that is air trucked to the UK and elsewhere.

Respondents called on the Government to encourage airport handling operators to increase their 
competitiveness. The freight forwarder interviewees proposed that handlers should switch their 
charging method to a consignment basis — as in the case in Continental Europe and the US — rather 
than the existing weight basis which is a legacy practice here and in the UK.

Manufacturers expressed the view that the Government should carefully consider how the proposed 
sale of its stake in Aer Lingus might impact on the availability of cargo services into and out of Ireland. 
They stressed that any proposed sale should be to a cargo-friendly carrier.

In contrast with the lack of an officially stated Irish Government policy position on air freight, the 
interviews with NI informants indicate that the UK and NI Governments (as well as the privately-run 
airports, such as Belfast International) have developed (or at least have attempted to develop) explicit 
air freight strategies into the future within a broad air transport strategy for the UK up to 2030.

The consensus is, therefore, that there is an urgent need to develop and publish an Irish air freight policy 
within and between Irish government departments and airfreight interests which would have a strong 
European and international dimension. This air freight policy should be situated within a wider Irish 
aviation policy and should address both national and regional air freight and air passenger services. 

6.5 Shortcomings in the statistical coverage of air freight volume in Ireland

During the course of the study we encountered profound discrepancies and gaps in the statistical 
coverage of air freight volumes. These can be summarised under two main headings:

■■ Discrepancies between air freight databases

■■ Ill-defined coverage of air trucking.
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The AF databases used in this study were:

■■ CSO Trade data on AF (used in the IEA Trade and Transport Analysis reports)

■■ CSO Transport data on AF (published in the CSO Transport Omnibus annual reports)

■■ Eurostat AF data (supplied by CSO Transport and other EU countries)

■■ UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) AF data

■■ CASS data.

We also used the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) AF database; but this is not germane to the 
discrepancy note.

Table 6.1 highlights the profound historical discrepancy between the AF tonnage statistics issued by CSO 
Trade and those issued by Eurostat (and, by proxy, CSO Transport). The fact that these two CSO divisions 
use different sources for their AF data can hardly be expected to explain the size of the discrepancy. 
Other possible causes of the discrepancy are shown in Table 6.2 and include different treatments of 
integrator express air freight (traditional and ‘heavy freight’) and different treatments of air mail. But the 
‘elephant in the room’, and the most likely cause of the discrepancy, is the coverage of air-trucked freight 
which is inherently problematic for statistical capture because of its multimodal nature.

Table 6.1	 Discrepancy	in	Airfreight	Statistics	(tonnages)

Eurostat (avia_gooc) TMA’s data from CSO Trade
IEA Trade and Transport Analysis 

Reports (CSO Trade data)

CSO  
Transport  
Omnibus

Year Total Imports Exports Total Imports Exports Total Imports Exports Total

1996 38,769 22,588 16,181 152,655 91,236 61,419 	 	 	 	

1997 69,976 38,260 31,716 206,474 123,655 82,819 	 	 	 	

1998 67,800 36,500 31,300 215,692 134,478 81,214 	 	 	 	

1999 66,117 35,156 30,961 273,597 147,313 126,284 	 	 	 	

2000 72,225 39,032 33,193 258,848 137,253 121,595 	 	 	 	

2001 63,525 30,694 32,831 224,072 120,634 103,438 	 	 	 	

2002 37,491 14,827 22,664 204,187 107,799 96,388 	 	 	 	

2003 36,743 19,000 18,000 187,320 100,969 86,351 187,105 100,875 86,230 	

2004 54,568 28,121 26,447 213,282 104,289 108,993 214,312 104,356 109,956 	

2005 78,839 42,445 36,394 223,644 119,990 103,654 281,255 143,938 137,317 	

2006 119,705 66,631 53,074 164,745 97,943 66,802  	 	 111,626

2007 121,952 71,828 50,124 149,023 90,816 58,207  	 	 116,912

2008 119,108 70,876 48,232 128,112 75,193 52,919 127,255 74,225 53,030 111,906

2009 105,943 60,781 45,162 105,145 58,799 46,346 105,146 58,797 46,349 97,280

2010 116,647 63,509 53,138 112,313 55,799 56,514 112,351 55,837 56,514 106,857

2011 107,104 58,260 48,844  132,568 49,586 82,982 138,691 55,709 82,982*

*	Note:	The	IEA	Trade	and	Transport	Analysis	2012	report	showed	a	figure	of	137,669	tonnes	but	the	CSO	has	subsquently	

issued	this	significantly	revised	figure.

Sources:	CSO,	Eurostat,	IEA	Trade	Analysis	reports
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Table 6.2	 Overall	Irish	export	air	freight	market:	coverage	by	the	different	Statistical	Agencies

Database

Air freight 
uplifted in 

Ireland

Air 
Trucked
(on Irish 

AWB)

Air 
Trucked

(on 
Foreign 

AWB)

Trucked to 
overseas 

con-
solidator 
gateway
(House 

Waybill)

Integra-
tors 

(core 
express
 parcel  

business)

Integra-
tors 

Heavy 
Cargo Air Mail

CSO	Trade	AF	data	(given	to	IEA) Y X X X Y? Y X

CSO	Transport		
(Omnibus	reports)

Y X X X Y? Y Y

Eurostat	Transport	(from	CSO	
Transport)

Y X X X Y Y Y

CAA	(UK) Y* ? ? X Y Y Y

CASS	Ireland	 Y Y X X X** X*** X

Note:	*	From	NI;	 **	Possibly	in	the	future;	 ***	Not	now,	but	yes	in	the	future.

Aer Rianta, the predecessor to the Dublin Airport Authority, indicated that air trucking accounted for 21% 
of total Irish air cargo throughput in 1996. But anecdotal evidence suggests it has grown dramatically 
since then. The international experience corroborates this suggestion. A 2003 UK Study found that, 
while there were no national statistics for this kind of traffic, information from airports suggested that 
about 85% of total air cargo passing through a major Scottish airport left the airport by truck rather than 
air; about 62% of air cargo passing through a major airport in the North West left by truck rather than 
air, and about 55% of air cargo passing through a major Midlands airport, left by truck rather than air.” 
A more recent EU report found that “scheduled airlines serving the intra-European market have long 
used ‘truck flights’–trucking services registered with their own flight number–to extend networks and 
add scheduling flexibility. Between 2005 and 2010, weekly truck flight frequencies offered by scheduled 
airlines grew from 8,263 to 19,752 per week, representing an average annual growth rate of 19%.”

A similar and perhaps more complex situation exists in Northern Ireland where there is poor 
understanding of and data on air trucking to Heathrow and other British-based airports (such as East 
Midlands, which is an integrator hub)” and because it is intra-UK traffic does not receive the level of 
monitoring and inspection required to generate and maintain an adequate picture of volume and value 
of goods involved.

Given the substantial level of this air trucking, and the fact that this ‘leakage’ is central to any case to 
be made to attract new carriers, we feel that the statistics authorities in Ireland should be encouraged 
to clarify their coverage of air freight in general and, ideally, form a task force to get to grips with the 
measurement of air trucking.
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7. Recommendations

Following on from the findings (based on official national and international statistics, online surveys and 
the face-to-face/telephone interviews) and the subsequent dicussions on key issues arising from these 
findings, the following recommendations are made:

Air freight policy

■■ The Irish Government should publish a Green Paper on the air freight sector which would review 
the major opportunities and challenges at the regional, national, European and world levels. 
The Green Paper which should be informed by European and international policy research and 
should include draft guidelines setting out a strategic agenda to deliver an air freight services 
infrastructure fit for a high-value exporting economy

■■ A country-wide consultation process should be held with key stakeholders in the air freight 
sector to facilitate the broad review of and feedback on the issues raised in the Green Paper and 
to contribute to the formulation of key policy priorities to be outlined in a follow-up White Paper 
published by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport together with the Department of 
Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation

■■ The Irish Government and the NI Assembly/Executive should co-host a major intergovernmental 
conference on All-Island air freighting issues within a wider integrated transport policy 
framework. Given the new relationships between North and South in terms of current and 
planned road transport infrastructures and the fact that issues relating to passenger numbers/
flights/carriers are intimately linked to freight issues, there is a need to look at devising a mutually 
acceptable All-Island air transport strategy.

Government actions

In acknowledging the crucial role that air freight services play in underpinning the sustained 
competitiveness of Ireland’s smart economy, the Government, through its Departments and agencies, 
should seek to actively bolster the effectiveness and efficiency of air freight services through the 
following initiatives:

■■ US cargo pre-clearance: The Irish Government, through its economic and diplomatic agencies, 
should intensify its efforts to persuade the US authorities to provide a US cargo pre-clearance 
facility at Shannon and/or Dublin airport. This, particularly if it included both Customs & Security 
and Food and Drug Administration arms, would prove an immense asset in attracting freight 
business to the airport. The success of the existing passenger pre-clearance installations at both 
Shannon and Dublin should help make the case

■■ Air Freight Statistics: The relevant government departments, North and South, should 
champion the All Island Working Group on Air Freight Statistics recommended below. The NI 
authorities should consider a similar move while taking account of their position within the UK, 
where air transport is a ‘retained’ area

■■ Aer Lingus: Government should ensure that any prospective purchaser of its 25% stake in 
Aer Lingus will continue to offer its respected cargo service to Irish exporting companies and, 
ideally, will expand these air freight services. The revenue derived from the sale of its Aer Lingus 
stake should be reinvested in the air freight services infrastructure
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■■ Shannon Airport: Government should give every assistance to the Shannon Task Forces to 
achieve the desired turnaround in the interests of the region, with a clearly defined national 
framework

■■ Cargo Terminal Facilities: The Government should encourage the relevant airport authorities 
to invest in upgrading their facilities to competitive international standards. This would include 
external access and parking facilities, and internal cargo handling systems including cold 
chain facilities. Similar considerations apply in NI to ensuring that facilities are maintained or 
developed at Belfast International in particular

■■ Attract new carriers: The Irish Government should devise innovative initiatives to incentivise 
new carriers to enter the Irish market, in addition to using all existing levers including new 
route incentives and air freight growth incentives. Given the importance of belly-hold cargo, 
opportunities for further reduction in travel taxes should be constantly monitored

■■ Grant assistance/incentives: Governments, North and South, should study innovative 
incentive strategies implemented in leading logistics services countries such as the Benelux 
and customise them to realise the job creation potential of the local Supply Chain and Logistics 
industry. Supply Chain and Logistics infrastructure investments should be eligible for grant 
assistance.

Shannon Airport

■■ Shannon Airport in conjunction with the Government should seek to secure the agreement 
of the US authorities to provide, initially on a pilot basis, US Customs and FDA pre-clearance 
facilities for both Irish and European originating freight

■■ Shannon Airport should explore all possible funding sources to enable it to develop a state-of-
the-art cargo terminal including cold chain facilities such as that envisaged under the LYNXS™ 
CargoPort™ project proposal

■■ Shannon Airport should endeavour to position itself as a European hub for US-bound Life 
Sciences cargo:

• by leveraging existing tax provisions to attract European Life Science companies to base 
manufacturing and logistics centres in the region

• through the deployment of new incentives to persuade express integrators to develop a 
specialist sectoral hub at the airport.

Dublin Airport

■■ It is recommended that Dublin Airport engage in a detailed consultation process with the 
airport’s air freight industry partners. The focus should be to determine and encourage 
investment by industry partners, in new state-of-the-art freight facilities at the airport, with a 
focus on future industry requirements, leveraging global experience

■■ Dublin Airport Authority should seek to expedite the provision of the new runway to facilitate 
larger aircraft.

Reducing airport costs

■■ The IEA should facilitate a competitiveness drive at Irish airports. This facilitation should 
particularly target cargo handling services where the charges are out of step with major 
competing airports.
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Statistics

■■ An All-Island Working Group on Air Freight Statistics comprising representatives of the Central 
Statistics Office, the NI Statistics and Research Agency and the All-Island Freight Forum’s fifth 
strand on Network Management should be established to develop a strategy for the statistical 
capture of the different air freight streams identified in this report — freight airlifted from 
Irish airports, air-trucked freight under air waybills, air-trucked freight under house waybills to 
consolidator gateways, express integrators’ parcel freight, express integrators’ ‘heavy freight’, 
and air mail. Particular attention should be given to coverage of the air-trucked freight as 
accurate quantification of this ‘leakage’ in terms of tonnage and ultimate destinations is vital in 
making a case to attract new carriers into the Irish air freight market.

Next steps: Implementation of recommendations

The next steps should include the establishment of a steering group, with international experts from the 
supply chain and logistics sector, under the auspices of the IEA, to progress the ongoing development of 
policy, strategy and the implementation of the recommendations of this report.
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Appendix 1: Project 
sponsors

Irish Exporters Association (IEA)

The IEA represents over 70 % of export industry, with the mission to:

■■ Promote the export of goods and services of all kinds.

■■ encourage trade growth to all markets.

■■ disseminate best international trading practices.

■■ examine and deal with any Government proposals which may affect export trade.

■■ present the views of exporters to all branches of Government and legislative bodies nationally 
and internationally.

The Association supports large corporations to effectively manage international trade compliance, 
market entry legislation, customs practice and supply chain logistics. For the small to medium companies 
the IEA is a one stop shop to support their export sales growth, to explore new markets, to improve 
operational performance and to network with key export sector players. The IEA also works with service 
providers to export industry to maximise on the support systems for exporters and to promote best 
systems and practices.

The IEA is the primary voice of export industry in Ireland and has a high media profile. It has access and 
influence at senior levels in Government, the EU, the UN and the World Trade Organisation, which it has 
used effectively for the benefit of members and the competitiveness of export industry.

Web site: www.irishexporters.ie

The Mid-West Regional Authority

The Mid-West Regional Authority is one of eight Regional Authorities established by the 1991 Local 
Government Act and came into existence in 1994. The Mid-West Regional Authority has 27 elected 
members and works with four local authorities; namely  Clare County Council, Limerick City Council, 
Limerick County Council and North Tipperary County Council. 

The Mid-West Regional Authority has specific statutory functions under the Planning and Development 
Act, 2000 and the Planning & Development (Amendment) Act 2010; notably the preparation and 
implementation of the Regional Planning Guidelines.

The Mid-West Regional Authority is responsible for the promotion of coordination in the provision of 
public services in the Region, including the promotion of cooperation and joint action between local 
authorities, public authorities and other bodies. The Authority is also required to review the development 
needs and requirements in the Region and works in coordination with the four Local Authorities to fulfil 
this role. Furthermore, the Mid-West Regional Authority has responsibility to provide proposals, advice, 
information & recommendations to National Government for the purpose of plans and programmes 
relating to EU assistance and to review the implementation of same.

http://www.irishexporters.ie
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The Mid-West Regional Authority is a participant in a number of EU co-financed projects (including the 
Weastflows project [see Appendix 2]) through which it seeks to promote the strengths of the Mid-West 
Region at a European level and also to benefit from experiences in other regions in Europe.

Web site: www.mwra.ie

Dublin Airport Authority (Shannon Airport)

The Dublin Airport Authority (DAA) is an airport management company with 3,000 employees and a 
turnover in 2010 of €558 million.

Headquartered at Dublin Airport, the DAA’s principal activities include airport management, operation 
and development, domestic and international airport retail management, and airport investment. The 
company’s domestic operations include the running of Dublin, Cork and Shannon airports.

DAA is a fully commercial business that receives no funding or financial support from the State. The 
Company’s airports are funded through a combination of airport charges and the revenue that the 
company generates from its own retail activity, retail concessions operated by third parties, property 
rentals, car parking and other commercial income.

Under the 2004 State Airports Act, which came into effect in October 2004, the DAA assumed responsibility 
for all the assets, liabilities and contracts of the former Aer Rianta. The Government announced in May 
2012 that it intends to position Shannon Airport within a new entity together with parts of Shannon 
Development while maintaining Cork Airport within the DAA.

Web site: www.daa.ie

Shannon Development

Shannon Development is the entrepreneurial regional development agency for the Shannon Region, 
established by the Irish Government in 1959 and covering counties Clare, Limerick, North Kerry, North 
Tipperary and South Offaly.

Its mission is to enable the more developed areas of the Region achieve their full development potential, 
to ensure that the potential of the less developed areas of the Region are realised, and a fundamental 
part of its work is to create demand for the Shannon International Airport gateway. The Company does 
this by stimulating economic growth within the Region through the delivery of innovative solutions 
across multiple sectors including; business, tourism, property management and consultancy.

The Company’s key responsibilities include: the development and promotion of Shannon Free Zone 
as a leading location for business investment; the provision of property solutions for foreign and Irish 
businesses; the Company operates business and technology parks around the Region, all of which are 
linked to third level institutions, and provide business incubation facilitates.

As the Regional Tourism Authority for the Shannon Region, the Company is focused on promoting the 
Region as ‘must visit’ tourist destination.  This involves strategic tourism marketing and promotion, and 
the development of new tourism. It provides a tourist information office network and operates a range 
of visitor attractions and evening entertainment through its subsidiary company, Shannon Heritage. 

In May 2012, the Government announced its decision to separate Shannon Airport from the Dublin 
Airport Authority and bring it together with Shannon Development to form a new entity with a 
commercial mandate in public ownership.

Web site: www.shannondevelopment.ie

http://www.mwra.ie
http://www.daa.ie
http://www.shannondevelopment.ie
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Bombardier

From design through manufacture to after-market support, Bombardier Aerospace specialises in major 
aircraft structures including fuselages, wings, engine nacelles and flight control surfaces in metal and 
advanced composites. With first-class capabilities and some 5,000 highly-skilled employees, the Belfast 
operation plays a pivotal role in all of Bombardier’s families of commercial and business aircraft. The 
company also produces nacelle components for Rolls-Royce, Airbus and General Electric.

Bombardier is the largest manufacturing employer in Northern Ireland and produce a considerable 
proportion of Northern Ireland’s total manufacturing exports. It also has an extensive supply chain in 
the UK, Ireland and beyond.

In June 2012, Bombardier Aerospace announced the biggest aircraft order in the company’s history and 
in the history of private aviation. The order from NetJets — a private aviation specialist controlled by 
Warren Buffet — is for at least 100 Challenger Jets worth $2bn (€1.6bn) and potentially worth $7bn 
(€5.6bn).

Web site: www.belfast.aero.bombardier.com

http://www.belfast.aero.bombardier.com
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Appendix 2: Weastflows 
Project

The Mid-West Regional Authority and the Irish Exporters Association are participating in a project 
under the EU’s Freight Telematics and Logistics Chains Management Strategic Initiative. The project, 
called Weastflows (West and East flows), is a 48-month €9 million project co-funded by the Interreg IVB 
North West Europe Programme with participation from 22 partners from Ireland, UK, France, Belgium, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Germany.

The Weastflows project has a number of project observers including the National Transport Authority 
and Rosslare Europort.

General Aim of the Project

The Weastflows project aims at the development of improved freight transport logistics systems and 
chains, in the context of North West Europe (NWE) transnational transport corridors and regional/city 
distribution systems, in particular by using the potential of ICT technologies, especially in the context of 
intermodal transport chains (water, air, road, rail).

Efficient and sustainable movement of freight within Europe is vital to the social and economic welfare 
of the region. Eurostat data show that more than 2,400,000 million tonne-kilometres of freight is moved 
throughout Europe annually and this is increasing year-on-year. Europe’s freight network suffers from 
congestion and bottlenecks, especially on the roads; but available capacity on other modes, particularly 
maritime transport, presents opportunities to alleviate this growing issue.

The specific objectives of the Weastflows project are:

■■ To develop and test innovative approaches to freight logistics handling and logistics chains, to 
include pilot projects and demo projects;

■■ To develop and demonstrate the potential of ICT for freight logistics management;

■■ To use the results for improved urban/regional planning systems

■■ To improve connectivity and accessibility in regions and/or NWE international transport 
corridors;

■■ To improve the economic and environmental performance of regions (by optimising logistics 
transport with less external effects).

The project also aims to encourage a move towards more sustainable freight transport to address 
congestion issues while reducing the environmental impact of freight movements.

In addition, the project aims to deliver strong links with transport chains that extend deeper into South 
East Europe and across to Asia, particularly China.

Project programme

The main work activities are:

■■ Improving existing infrastructure: Reviewing the current freight network, identifying under and 
over capacities, creating solutions for a more efficient use of current infrastructure, and making 
policy recommendations for future transport planning
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■■ Developing sustainable logistics: Analysing freight flows and potential connections with wider 
supply chains, working with transport users to develop greener supply chains, encouraging 
sustainable logistics and intermodality, and improving collaboration between supply chain 
participants

■■ Creating innovative ICT solutions: Encouraging more use of ICT to drive a fundamental shift 
in supply chain thinking, filling the gaps to enable greener supply chains, proposing optimum 
ICT solutions, and supporting more use of ICT through collaborative supply chain management 
tools

■■ Cross-programme liaison: Sharing best practice and knowledge with public and private sector 
interests across NWE, identifying and exploiting synergies with other EU projects, and creating 
long-lasting actions

■■ Communicating the benefits: Establishing links with the public and private sector to integrate 
sustainable supply chain solutions into the transport network, encouraging modal shift from 
road to rail and maritime modes, and making all project outputs visible to the NWE and wider 
communities.

Further details on the Weastflows project can be obtained from the project web site (www.weastflows.
eu).

http://www.weastflows.eu
http://www.weastflows.eu
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Appendix 3: The LYNXS™ 
Shannon CargoPort™ 
project

The LYNXS™ Shannon CargoPort™ is an airfreight facility which is being jointly proposed by Shannon 
Airport (SNN) and the US international cargo group Lynxs which seeks to develop a global air freight 
hub at Shannon Airport.

The Lynxs Group is international real estate development company based in Austin, Texas, and specialises 
in airport real estate and transportation infrastructure assets.

The proposed LYNXS™ Shannon CargoPort™ project would involve the construction of a new 
temperature-controlled freight logistics facility at Shannon with infrastructural support from the DAA. 
The project would under Phase I involve the construction of 6,000 square metres of air cargo facilities 
and offices. It is envisaged that the facility would bring in new freight opportunities to Shannon from 
transport and logistics companies both in Ireland and abroad.

The total cost of Phase I of the Shannon CargoPort™ project is estimated at €15 million including airside 
supporting infrastructure with a number of aircraft parking stands. Phase II of the project would be 
undertaken as per demand.

Background

In 2007, Shannon Airport approached the Lynxs Group with a proposal to develop a major international 
logistics hub and business facility at Shannon Airport, which was then managed by the DAA.

On March 11, 2009, the Lynxs Group and Shannon Airport signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) to proceed with the project.

Two years later, in September 2011, the DAA signed heads of agreement with the Lynxs Group which 
marked the start of a process to develop a global air freight hub at Shannon Airport.

Development Rationale
■■ The project is strategically important to Shannon as it will be the exclusive future air cargo area 

for SNN and continue the trend of consolidating all of SW Ireland’s cargo in Shannon;

■■ Despite current economic slowdown, the Shannon Region (and therefore SNN) still boasts solid 
long-term growth prospects;

■■ The project’s first phase will be fully pre-leased prior to construction start and future phases will 
be developed based on market demand;

■■ Shannon poised to become the first EU country with Cargo security preclearance;

■■ Lynxs is further limiting the risk profile by realising attractive project returns from sound market 
fundamentals versus aggressive financial leverage.
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Appendix 4: Detailed air 
freight statistics

Table A4.1	 Transport	Mode	Analysis	of	Irish	Imports	and	Exports	by	Value	and	Volume	for	2008-2011

Imports by mode 2011 2010 2009 2008

Mode Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000

Sea 22,659,148 21,524,480 22,890,548 19,266,779 20,753,453 17,636,600 22,780,111 25,087,930

Road 2,090,742 5,865,489 2,087,100 5,585,124 2,137,078 5,371,400 2,879,594 6,701,705

Air 55,709 8,904,506 55,837 8,995,941 58,797 10,084,210 74,225 9,473,447

Rail 14,269 168,645 6,083 148,617 3,403 154,408 95,167 234,388

Post 6,707 214,580 8,420 572,903 10,168 658,201 24,013 965,920

“Miscellaneous”* 9,510,698 10,731,077 10,094,923 9,804,151 9,828,798 9,788,715 11,783,940 12,901,668

TOTAL 34,337,273 47,408,777 35,142,911 44,373,515 32,791,698 43,693,534 37,637,050 55,365,058

AF	as	%	Total	
Freight

0.16% 18.78% 0.16% 20.27% 0.18% 23.08% 0.20% 17.11%

Exports by mode 2011 2010 2009 2008

Mode Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000 Tonnes €000

Sea 8,645,363 29,174,463 7,942,062 25,152,840 6,572,839 25,240,985 8,041,932 41,090,351

Road 1,748,841 17,632,957 1,887,007 25,139,289 2,017,761 24,741,451 2,216,099 12,709,940

Air 82,982 32,442,431 56,514 30,072,488 46,349 26,078,990 53,030 23,820,099

Rail 10,427 72,294 13,022 64,004 2,924 54,157 6,467 61,612

Post 466 16,804 322 285,699 15,199 291,663 3,585 624,997

“Miscellaneous”* 4,502,553 13,596,857 3,980,535 7,561,440 3,705,012 7,047,196 3,798,772 6,982,478

TOTAL 14,990,632 92,935,806 13,879,462 88,275,760 12,360,084 83,454,441 14,119,885 85,289,477

AF	as	%	Total	
Freight

0.55% 34.9% 0.41% 34.07% 0.37% 31.25% 0.38% 27.93%

*	“Miscellaneous”	=	Unknown	+	Fixed+	Waterway	+	Self-Propelled

Source:	Source:	CSO	analysis	for	IEA

Figure A4.1	 Trend	in	Shannon	Airport	Passenger	Traffic	(Numbers)

Note:	Passenger	Traffic	numbers includes	both	Outbound	&	Inbound	

Source:	Various	Dublin	Airport	Authority	annual	reports	and	announcements
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